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The possibility of the presence in the soil of growth-promoting accessory 
substances is still an open question. The nutrition of the green plant has 
generally been regarded as satisfied by a supply of inorganic food materials, 
consisting of mineral matter, carbon dioxide and water, from which organic 
material is produced and the complete plant structure built up. Recently, 
however, this conception has been questioned by Bottomley (1-6) and Mocke-
ridge (15) who have stated that the addition of minimal quantities of certain 
organic substances to the inorganic nutrients is absolutely essential if the 
plants are to grow healthily and normally for any length of time. 
To these organic substances Bottomley gave the name aimmones, and it was suggested that 
they -were similar in function to the growth-promoting accessory factors termed vitamines, 
necessary for the growth of animals. 'It is now established that plants, in their turn, require 
growth-promoting substances, or ausimones; which, in the case of the lower plants, are 
apparently manufactured by themselves, but which in the case of green plants, must be sup­
plied from without. Since these necessary accessory substances are essentially organic in 
nature, their only possible source in the case of ordinary green plants is to be found in the 
organic matter of the soil in which thQi- are growing." 
Several patents were secured by Bottomley for the manufacture of these growth-promoting 
substances from bacteria-treated peats, and an effort vras made to use the atudmones on a 
commerdal scale in both greenhouse and market garden practise. A popular accoimt is 
given by G. D. Knox in The Spirit of the Soil and marked success is reported in many cases. 
In order to avoid introducing the auximone in the seed, Bottomley -worked in the laboratory 
principally with Lemna minor and Lemna major which reproduce by budding, using Detmer-
Moor's and Knop's solutions (6). TVith these solutions he failed to get good growth and after 
a few weeks both the appearance and weight of the Lemtia indicated that the plants were not 
receiving all that they required to maintain their normal health. Mockeridge (15) had the 
same experience -with Lemna major. In both cases the addition of small quantities of organic 
matter, extracted from soil or from the specially treated peat, greatly increased the rate of 
reproduction and the health of the plants. 
Mockeridge has quoted the work of 'Williams (20) who arrived at the conclusion that a 
substance identical with the water-soluble vitamine B was necessary for the growth of yeast. 
The experience of one of the w^riters with Saccltaromyces cereaisiae (7) and recent work in these 
laboratories by Fulmer (9) and Nelson (16) as well as reports by McCoUum and his co-workers 
(13) have shown that the accessory substance for yeast, the Bios of Wildiers (19), is of the 
nature of an accelerator rather than an essential for reproduction and cannot be compared 
with animal vitamines without which reproduction and growth cannot take place. Robertson 
1 Contribution from the Department of Chemistry, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
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(17) has suggested that this may be the same substance X which he finds accelerates the repro­
duction of infusoria. 
It seemed possible therefore, that the function of organic matter in the nutrition of green 
plants might be to increase the speed of reproduction and growth, rather than serve as an 
essential constituent, and that the reason for poor growth in Knop's and Detmer's solutions 
might be the unsuitabflity of the media used. Bottomley (6) recognized this when using 
Detmer's solution alone: he therefore tested Knop's and found that it checked his results with 
Detmer's, but he does not seem to have tried others. Mendiola (14) in a genetic study of 
Lemna minor, reported successful growth and even increased size of plants with a modified 
Pfeffer's medium which contained no organic matter. 
EXPERHEENT-AL 
After preliminary experiments Lemna major was chosen and the three 
salts, monocaldum phosphate, potassium nitrate and magnesium sulfate, 
were used as a basis of the medium. These salts were first tested by Living­
ston and Tottingham (12) for wheat. Iron was added to the solutions as 
ferric phosphate and was made up as described in the Plan for Cooperative 
Research of the National Research Council (11); approximately 0.38 mgm. 
of FeP04 were added to 250 cc. of the solutions. 
The caldxmi and magnesium salts were made up in 0.05 M solutions at 
20°C. and the potassium nitrate 0.20 M. A modified Shive's apparatus (18) 
was used for filling and the plants were grown in Pjnrex beakers which were 
wrapped to the level of the liquid xrith paper, black inside and white outside, 
and covered with a watch glass to prevent the entrance of dust. Each beaker 
contained 250 cc. of solution and this was changed twice a week as with 
Bottomley and Mockeridge: no trouble was caused by algae or mold under 
these conditions. The beakers were weighed and water lost was replaced 
each morning; specially redistilled conductivity water was used in all cases— 
the laboratory distilled water had a deddedly toxic effect on the plants. 
The stock cultures were grown in soil solutions, 25 gm. of a Carrington loam 
soil to 200 cc. water, and renewed weekly. All cultures received direct sun­
shine in the afternoon only. 
One hundred and twenty-five solutions were made up, being all combina­
tions of the three salts in the following proportions: 
Ca(H:P0I)2 KNOJ 
• 
MgSO. 
moUs per liter moles fer liter rules per liter 
0.0004 0.0016 0.004 
0.001 0.004 0.001 
0.002 0.008 0.002 
0.003 0.012 0.003 
0.004 0.016 0.004 
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RESULTS 
WitHn a week all plants in solutions containing 0.002 mole of monocaldum 
phosphate had turned brown and were dying or dead. This was not due to 
excess of calcium or phosphate for when the ions were rearranged, greater 
amounts were not harmful On the other hand, 0.008 mole of EIH2PO4 per 
liter proved toxic in several combinations. The effect of hydrogen ions is 
being further studied. 
At the end of two weeks, twenty-two cultures which showed the best de­
velopment with regard to size, color and number were selected for tests on 
their rate of reproduction. All were healthy and varied little in size from the 
controls in soil solution—a. condition still shown after four months growth 
in the mineral solutions. The ratio of calcium to magnesium varied from 
2.5 to 0.25. 
Given good conditions, the rate of increase at any time should be propor­
tional to the number of plants present, whence 
logio 
If the logarithm of the number of plants is plotted on time, the result is a 
straight line with slope L The variation in temperature and sunlight, and 
possibly the time of the growing season, would be expected to make the curve 
somewhat irregular, but remarkably uniform results were obtained. Two 
typical curves are shown in figures 1 and 2, solutions 435 and 486. At the 
points marked with the arrows the beakers became crowded and the number 
of plants was reduced to ten or twelve. As wiU be seen, this did not alter 
the slope of the curve. Figure 3 shows the soil control, which contained 
25 gm. soil and 200 cc. water, changed twice a week as with the mineral solu­
tions. The k for this is 0.058, indicating that a plant reproduced itself—the 
"generation time"—in 5 days, compared to 5-| to Sf for the mineral solutions. 
In figures 4 and 5 are plotted of Bottomley's curves for Detmer's solution 
alone and Detmer's plus peat extract (6). In both cases the plants started to 
reproduce during the first week at a rapid rate and a generation consisted of 
four to five days. This rate, however, was not kept up but fell to about 
twenty days for the mineral selution alone and to 11 days for the medium 
including the peat extract. Upon adding the extract the rate of reproduction 
was doubled but it did not approach that of the first seven days. Curves 
for Knop's solutions plotted from both Bottomley and Mockeridge show the 
same shape but the time is even longer. 
No such drop is shown in figures 1 and 2, where the rate of growth con­
tinued at twice the speed shown after the first week in Bottomley's medium 
containing minerals and peat extract. The rate of reproduction shown in 
figure 1—after growing with sunshine during the afternoon only—^was rather 
smaller than for the plants grown in Bottomley's greenhouse during the first 
FIGS. 1-3. REISODTJCIION or Lemna EJ THKEE SAI.T AND Son. SOLTJTION'S 
FIG. 1. Solution no. 435. CA(HsP04)2 — 0.0004 moles per liter; KNOs = 0.0004 moles per 
liter; MgSO  ^= 0.0004 moles per liter, k = 0.051. Generation time = 55 days. 
FIG. 2. Solution no. 486. CaCHsPOOi = 0.001 moles per Kter; KNOj = 0.004 moles per 
liter; MgSO< = 0.002 moles per liter, k = 0.0S3. Generation time = 5.6 days. 
. FIC. 3. Soil 25 gm.; water 200 cc. k = 0.057. Generation time = S2 days. 
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FIGS. 4-5. EZPEODUCNON OF Lcmna in DETMEE'S SOLOTIOX 
FIG. 4. Detmer's solution plotted from Bottomley's tables. Generation time for first 
week = 4.7 days; after first week = 20 days. 
FIG. 5. Detmer's solution plus peat e.xtract, plotted from Bottomley's tables. Generation 
time for first week = 4.3 days; after first week =11 days. 
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week in the peat solution, but tHs rate was almost maintained in the mineral 
solutions, whereas Bottomley's, even with organic matter present, dropped o5 
rapidly. 
It seems therefore, that better growth can be obtained by using a mineral 
solution suited to the plant than by adding organic matter to one in which 
the plant has difficulty in developing. For four months, representing over 
twenty generations, the Lemna without auxitnones reproduced at the same 
rate and the size and health of the plants showed no falling off. The sug­
gestion that anximones act as essential constituents for growth of plants, 
in the same way as the vitanaines for animals, must therefore be negatived. 
The question whether organic matter will fimction as an accelerator when 
the solution is adapted for the plant's needs is receiving fxirther study in this 
laboratory; 
STMMARY 
1. The growth oi Lemna major in mineral solutions depends upon suitable 
concentrations of salts; organic matter is not necessary. 
2. Reproduction, in varying concentrations of Ca(H2P04)», KNOs and 
MgSOi, with iron supplied as ferric phosphate, attained almost the speed 
for plants grown in solutions containing soil, and for four months the Lemna 
showed no signs of decrease in size. 
3. The number of plants present follow closely the logarithmic equation 
N 
logio — = k(t — to). The time for one generation to produce another under 
the coiiditions given, for solutions containing soil was five days; for a nimiber 
of different concentrations of the salts used a generation time of under six 
I days was obtained. 
I 4. Anximojies are not essential for the growth and reproduction of green 
plants and cannot be classed with vitamines which are necessary for animal 
growth. 
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ORGANIC MATTER AHD THE GR07/TE OP LSHHA 
IHTROMCTION MID HISTORICiiL 
For about seventeen years it 2ms been knoOTi that all ani­
mals require in tbeir diet minttte quantities of organic sub­
stances of unknown composition called vitamins, in order to 
grow and live normally. These accessory substances have not 
as yet been shown to be non-essential to the life of animals, 
but seem to be necessary for their proper nutrition. 
Wildiers (45) advocated the necessity of some organic 
substance for the normal growth and reproduction of yeast. 
He named this accessory yeast factor, "bios". Some investiga­
tors supported his vieisr, but many believed that yeast could 
grow quite well in a medium containing no **bios**. There was, 
however, little progress made toward settliijg this question 
until recently, ;^en Pulmer (25), Uelson and ScCollum and his 
co-workers (27), showed that this iDios** of «7ildiers, is an 
accelerator rather than an essential, and can not be compared 
to animal vitamins. This substance, then, which was considered 
by many investigators in the field of nutrition to be essential 
to satisfactory yeast growth, and vhich has recently been shown 
to be non-essential, is a yeast accelerator. 
The possibility of the presence in the soil of growth-
promoting accessory materials was advocated by Bottomley 
(6, 7, 8, 10, 11) and by Mockeridge (50, 51, 35). They stated 
that the green plant can not grow and reproduce norinally ir 
minute qtiantities of certain organic substances were not 
present. These organic materials which were believed to be 
analogous in function to vitamins in animal nutrition were 
called by Bottoaley, "auximones**. *!Et is now established that 
plants, in their turn, require growth-promoting substances, 
or auximones, which in the case of the lower plants, are ap­
parently manufactured by themselves, but which in the case 
of green plants must be supplied from without. Since these 
necessary accessory substances are essentially organic in 
nature, their only possible soxirce in the case of ordinary 
green plants is to be found in the organic matter in whijh 
they are growing**. 
Bottomley employed Lemna major and Lenna minor, both of 
which reproduce by budding, and whose use avoids introduciiig 
the auxixnone in the seed. 5hese plants were inoculated into 
Detmer-Moor's and Knop's Solutions, and after three weeks 
it was noticed that their wei^t and appearance were appreci­
ably below normal. 7ihen small quantities of organic matter, 
extracted from soil and **bacterized** peat, were added to tiiese 
inorganic salt solutions, the rate of reproduction and health 
of the ,plants soon began to increase. Kockeridge obtained 
similar results with Lemna major using Detmer's and Snop's 
Solutions. 
Bottomley, tihen, after failing to obtain satisfactory 
growth with Lemna in these inorganic solutions, seems to have 
- 8 -
tried no other, htit concluded that the green plant could not 
grow and reproduce satisfactorily withcut the presence of 
auziaaones, liVhile Breazeale, (12) Chittenden (14) and Rosen­
heim (35) did not zaa^e an exhaustive study of this question, 
they Tsere lead to "believe that vitaiain-like substances were 
necessary for the good growth and healthy appearance of green 
plants, ^endiola (29), however, in a genetic study of Lemna 
aajor, reported good growth, and even an increased size of 
plants with a modified Pfeffer's Solution which contained no 
organic matter. Similar results were obtained by Wolfe (47) 
in 1927 while workiiig with Lemna minor. He employed several 
three-salt solutions advocated by the Uaticnal Research Council, 
and with some of these he secured good growth over a period 
of thirty-six days, but failed to get any increase in repro­
duction by the addition of small amounts of various pure or­
ganic substances. 
Lumiere (26), after working with various fungi and Lemna 
minor in inorganic and organic media, concluded that both 
lower and higher plant life could grow normally in media 
containing no organic matter, and that accessory sxabstances 
were not essential. He noted, however, that isfaen organic 
matter stimulated plant reproduction, this stimulation was 
due to products formed eittier from vitamins, or from modified 
vitamins present in the organic substance and was not caused 
by the direct- action of any accessory material. 
In 1924, Clark and the writer (18), Ytoile working under 
®This part of the thesis was published jointly with Dr. Uorman 
A. Clark, and a reprint is inserted for convenience. 
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the direction of the former, used the three salts-monocalcitmi 
phosphate, potassitm nitrate, and magnesium sulfate, isrith iron 
supplied as ferric phosphate, as the basis for media in vhich 
to grow Lesina aajor. Various concentrations of these three 
salts 7/ere made up, and those in which the plants grew and 
reproduced normally were determined. One solution was finally 
cbDsen as satisfactory for Lemna and was employed for later 
work, la this inorganic medium the plants have grown satis­
factorily for several years. Some slight changes, however, 
have been made in the congjosition of the solution, and the 
plants have continued to reproduce and to appear as healthy 
as those grown under natural ccnoitions. 
Since these green plants have maintained their health 
and reproduction rate while growing in a solution made from 
recrystallized salts and three-time distilled water contain­
ing no. organic matter, auximones can not be regarded as es­
sentials for liie growth of I.emna in the ssme way as vitamins 
are essentials for the growth of animals. Their function, 
therefore, is that of an accelerator, Jist as is bios in con­
nection with the growth of yeast. 
Saeger (37) confirmed the results of Clark and Roller 
by growing I'emna major in a dilated -Siiop's Solution without 
adding organic matter, but he suggested that aiiximones migjit 
have been added as impiirities in the salts he used or possibly 
supplied by microorganisms present in his solutions. 
The results of Claife and Roller were again confirmed by 
- 10 -
Asliby (5) in 1928 at the University ot London. He grew I«einna 
minor in their solution for six months without the addition 
of organic matter and during that tisie it remained healthy and 
reproduced normally. For this work Ashby (1 and 2) used a 
gro^rfch chamber with light, temperature, nxitrition and aeration 
held constants He does not state, ho-srever, whether or not he 
crystallized his salts used. 
Since the possibility that green plants need organic sub­
stances as essentials has been removed, tiie question of stimu­
lation of gro^h and reproduction by organic matter constitutes 
a problem v;hich will be considered later in this thesis. 
- ll -
METHODS A!® TSCEHIC 
In tMs work Splyodela polyphn7:g (L.) Schleiden, or 
Lemna 3iajor, tsras -used. -According to Britton (13), this plant 
belongs to the Lesmaceae or greater duclnyeed fanjily and re­
produces cy buddings Its tfaalli or fronds, ranging from 2 to 
10 m.m. in length, are thick flat and dark green above, but 
slightly convex and purple beneath, and are palmately nerved, 
bearing a central cloister of from 4 to 15 elongated roots 
which contain root-caps. Several Leinna •sere obtained from the 
reserve stock maintained by Claiic and Holler in their inorganic 
nutrient mediua. These plants had been growing in this so­
lution for several years and were looking healthy. The so­
lution eiroloyed in this investigation is the one described 
by Clark and Roller (18) in their paper on ~Auximones and 
the ^rowth of the Green Plant", with the exception of the 
source of iron. 
Ferric chloride was used instead of ferric phosphate. 
The solution used at this point of , the investigation has the 
follOTsLng composition: 
TABLE I. SOLUTION NO. 1 
Composition 
_ of 
"Stock Solution" 
Composition of 
nutrient so­
lution ———~ 
Salts 
too. of': : : 
stock :Crys-; s 
sdn uaod : tal- ; : 
per 250:iza- :Qms,in: 
oc.nutr.:tions:2 li~ :Qma, in 
soln« : ;ters :1 cc. 
• 
• 
Mols per 
: 
• 
* 
Liter: co. 
: 
Grams of:;M61a of: 
element ::clement: 
per cc. : :per li-: 
t:ter :Grams of 
:element 
:: :por liter 
CaH^CPO^)^.^,© 
KNOa 
MgSOi.THeO 
: : : 
2 : 2 :25.22 :0.0126 
t : : 
5 : 3 s80.888t0.0404 
: : : 
5 : 3 :24.649s0.0123 
: : : 
• 
0.05 SO.00005 
• 
0.04 to.00004 
: 
0,05 :0.000051 
: 
:; : 
0.002 ::0.0004 :0.016 
0.0166 1:0.008 :0.312 
* • 3 
!0.00X2 i i o .OOl t0.024 
:: : 
FeClo.6HoO J i S :0.3000!0,00015: — 
: t : : 
J0.000031:: 
: :: 
:0.000062 
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All of the tovcc stock solTitions vi±io§e compositions-are 
given in Table I isere kept in tiie modified Shive's apparatus 
(44) of pyrex shoism in PigxEre 1, In -fce last coltunn of the 
table are listed the number of cubic centia^ters to be measured 
out for each 250 c.c. of the nutrient medium, the volume used 
for gro?!dr>g Lemna. The water enroloyed had been distilled three 
times—the second distillation being made with alkaline potas­
sium permanganate and the last orje throu^ pyrex glass. "Phis 
still is in Figure 2. The water used, therefore, for 
nutrient solution work contained only those metals present in 
pjrex glass. It 'sras stored in the large uniform carboys 
shoum in Figure !• We considered it advisable, however, to 
allow this water to stand in these carboys not longer than two 
weeks for fear that it would dissolve some of the glass, or 
gases from the air, either one of which mi^t offer a source 
of injury to the plants. 
The technic followed in this nutrient solution work is 
comparatively simple. 250 c.c. of the nutrient solution were 
then made txp according to Table I and potired into 250 cc» 
pyrex beakers, and covered with petri dish lids in order to 
keep dust out. 
Pyrex Carbouy^  for D'/sfifled ]A/crter 
rfgure J. 
Modified 3hi\/es Apparafu,^ 
V* 
j-I-'.I-'MS.C. tV-' U/i5-
#r--
Pyn^x Still 
Figure 2 
.V 
_ l6 -
Ten plants rere •usually einployed Tor inoculation. These 
'isrere changed to fresh solutions trice a week and when they had 
increased to sixty they -srere cut dovsn to about twenty-five, 
care being taken to leave the best each tiine» All plants 
v?ere grown at a temperature of 25°C. in a themostat which was 
placed in a south window in order to receive the greatest 
amount of sunshine. (See Figure 3 for illustration) 
Clark (15) in his paper entitled, **The Rate of Repro­
duction of Lemna Major as a Function of Intensity and Itaration 
of ^i^t" reports the rate of reproduction as being directly 
proportional to the ticie of illumination. He used Mazda lamps 
with average intensities of 400 and 900 foot candles at the 
surface of liie solution, and at both intensities he gradtially 
increased the length of e:QOsures fron- 12 hours to 24 hours. 
At both intensities the greater the exposure tiie greater the 
rate of reprodticti on. The 300 foot candle, however, at any 
length of e^iposure gave a greater rate than the 400. It seems, 
therefore, that light is an important factor in the growth of 
this plant, and to maintain ccaastant grovrth and reproduction 
the supply of this factor must be constant. In an attempt, to 
furnish a constant supply of li^t, rather than a maximum 
amount a south -crindow was chosen. A double layer ot cheese 
cloth was utilized to cover the window on clear days in order 
to avoid excessive heat from the direct sunshine. Otherwise 
the temperature would rise above 25°C. and this would neces­
sitate too much cooling of 1±ie thermostat. 
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Ustial2y a count of the plants was taken every three da^^s, 
at Hhicb tir.e ofeservatioas ^?ere jnade on leagtii of roots, size 
and color of fronds, and general appear^^^xe. Given favorable 
cojiditicns, tiie rate of iiscrctise at anj tlss should 'oe directly 
proportional to the mi3i>er of plants present, Tjhcsce, 
i == 
Introdaciag const;iiit k (1) beccaics 
^ = Icn 
or {3) ^ = k dt 
n 
Integratxag between lisaits (5) beccsncc 
s . t 
or (5) (Inn.} =s k (t) 
or (6) Inn - In. = k {t-to) 
or {7} l2^ =: k (t-trt) 
"o ° 
As a resxut of these ctxaputatioss equation So, 7 is tliat \Jsod 
to detersine the of the gTO^tb rate curvc« T. is carve 
®itb slope k is obtained by plotti::^ the losaritbsi of the mia-
ber of plants agairst tiae. Hie variation In teisperature and 
s^dlisiit, and possibly tsie tiaa? of tbs growing season ^'ould 
be eagjectsd to rialss the curve soseirbat irresular. 
For conveaionca it is i*jrtber sbo«n hc^ the nuE&er of 
gererations and the gcneiution tijce of Lescm can be derived. 
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Let n = final nxariber of plants at time (t). 
Let no = initial ntmiber of plants at time (to). 
Let X = generation time for one frond. 
Let g = mamber of generations for time (T). 
The final nmber of plants which should follow the organic 
rate law are eq-aal to the initial n-umber multiplied by two 
which has been raised to a power equal to the number of gener­
ations less one, whence 
(1) n = no 
(2)  2^"^ = B 
^o 
(3) (g-1) ln2 = In B 
i^o 
(4) ln2^ -ln2 = la B 
(5) In 2S= n 
2 no 
(6) 2^= n 
2 no 
(7) 2S = ^  
(8) g ln2 = In ~ 
UQ 
2n (9) 0.301g = In— 
*^o 
In^ (10} g = = nuni>er of generations 
0.561 
Since ^ = x, or generation time, (lO) becomes 
(11) In |S T 
^ X — = X, or generation t_rae 
TJsing' this modified solution of Clark and Soller (18) and 
•with the methods and technic just given, we attempted to grow 
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Lenma, but with very little success. After some preliiTiinary 
experisients with the addition of hydrochloric acid and potas­
sium hydroxide, the difficvilty ms found to be in the reaction 
of the nutrient Eedium, for when a siaall quantity of a 0,05 
normal solution of KOH was added, the plants soon began to 
look better and to grow faster. This suggested, then, the 
work which was later done on the optimum pH of nutrient media. 
Clark (16) showed that the best growth was obtained for 
Lemna major vjhen the plant was grown in solution 1, whose pH 
had been adjusted to 4-8, The writer using the same nutrient 
medim checked the results of Clark. Ashby (5) later confirmed 
our optimum pS value of solution 1. 
The LaMotte apparatus was at first employed in this in­
vestigation in order to determine the hydrogen ion concentra­
tion of the various solutions, and to adjust solutions to 
definite pE values. Later, hov/ever, a potentiometric set-up 
in which the quinhydrone electrode as described by Collins 
(19) was employed instead of the hydrogen electrode. 
More satisfactory results were obtained with "ttie appar­
atus when certain precautions were taken. Before using, we 
allowed a few drops of 12ie saturated KCl solution to run out 
of the electrode, liien sealed the top with paraffin. Not a 
single drop of saturated KCl should flow into the solution 
whose pH is to be determined. Before using, the platinum 
electrode should be cleaned at least three times by heating 
it in an alcohol flame, dipping into freshly prepared cleaning 
solution and then washing clean with distilled water. Ihile 
not in use, the two electrodes should be iicinersed in a satua?-j 
I 
I ated solution of KCl. IKhen determining the pH of a solution, 
I neither electrode should touch the side of the container, nor 
i should the ^ass of the platinum electrode extend into the so-
i 
I lution. The electrodes must not he agitated at anj ticie. 
I A quantity of solution 1 was prepared and divided into 
i 
j three parts. Each portion was given to separate individuals, 
! 
I who determined the pE values by using simultaneously their 
! 
I quinhydrone electrode and set up at the saine temperature. 
i 
I The difference between the extreme values which these individ­
uals obtained was not greater tiian a pH of 0.1, a result -B^ich 
checks the LaMotte apparatus very closely. The accuracy of 
the quinhydrone electrode in a like manner has been checked 
several tines subsequently. Each time before using, its accur­
acy was tested against a standard solution of ^ potassium acid 
phthalate whose pH is 3.97. 
The follo^ng table and graphs attempt to show the ef­
fects of change in the concentration of a nutrient; medium on 
the optimum pH, and the relative growth rates of Lemna in the 
various solutions at their optimum hydrogen-ion concentration. 
Co.. . ^ io . No. 2  ^


^ The If. ^)o Co.. (^bmhiii; PabIiVh«| 
TABLE II. CONCENTRATION IN MILLIGRAMS PER LITER OP SEVTiRiiL NUTRffiNT SOLUTIONS. 
: Solution 1 : Solution ^ ; Solublon Solution '4 
:Clark's Ist modi- ':Glftrk's 2nd modi- ;feottbmiey's rSaeger^a mocll-
rfioatlon of Clark :fication of Clark jniodifioatlon :fication of 
;and Roller's Solu-sand Roller's Solu-:of Knop's So-JBottoraley's So-
Jtions rtlons rlution ilutlon 
K 
Mg 
Ca 
Pe 
pll 
Opt« pH 
SIB 
S4 
16 
0.6 
4.3 
4,8 
19 
72 
40 
0.6 
4.7 
4.9 
: lis,4 
1 
i  16.5 
: 
J 28.2 
• 
i f e v f  drops of 
tFeClg Boln, 
t 
: 4.7 
i 5.6 
t  112.4 
: 16.6 
» 
! 28.2 
8.3(0,56 remains 
in solution 
3.6 
4.9 
k at pH • « 0.053 : 0.058 
• 
• 
• 
t 
0,040 X 
• 
plants die 
k at Opt, pH: 0,086 } 0.062 
* 
* 
• 0,053 
• 
t  0,078 
• 
• 
• « • • • • 
A more detailed composition of the solutions mentioned in Table II is given belov/; 
Solution 1: A detailed composition is given in Table I, 
Solution A detailed composition is given in ^'able III. 
TABLK III. 
Composition 
of 
Composition 
— of 
rcTc7"oT— 
:stock aol.:tali-;2 liters 
Salts :used per jzati-; 
S250 c.c.of'ono : 
••nutr» sol*: : 
: • Solutions 
" Omain; ^^oTs "per 
'1 CO « Tliter 
: 
Nutrient Solution 
of; >t.^ols of ;Orama of 
c,o. {element:selement;elemont 
;por c,c:!per li-5por li-
: iiter :ter 
!  t :  
KHbPO^V 0.6 
Ca(N03)44H^; 5 
" J 
MgSO^.VHsO J 15 
J 
FeCla.eHeO : 5 
t 
2 
2 
3 
2 
:54.46 
S'23.616 
« 
J 24,649 
t 0.300 
: 
• S • I 
0.0002 JO.008 :S0.00048;0.019 
• » « 5 
0.0118; JO.05 J 0.00005 JO.002 JjO.OOl JO.040 
J ; I : 
0.0272 JO.2 
J 
0.0123 5 0.06 
t 
0.000I5S0.0006 
0.00005J0.0012 J:0,003 
t • « 
io.oooosij* J* — 
0.072 
0.00062 
J. 
-1 
Solution 3 
1 gram 
KHgPO^ 1 gram 
MCSO^.THBO 1 gram 
Ga(NQQ}Q » 4HQO 3 groins 
Fev/ drops of PeOlp solution 
6 liters 
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SolTition 4 
KHO3 
EHgPO ^  
MgSO^.THgO.. 
Ca(irj3)2.4E20., 
FeClg.eEsO 
Distilled water 
1 gram 
1 gram 
1 gram 
5 grams 
0.24 grams 
6 liters 
The results 15.sted in 1?ai)le II show that the optiamtn pE 
for the growth of Lemna in solutions 1, 2 and S are signifi­
cantly different, while in solution 4 it is tiie same as the 
optimtim in solution 2. One notes that the growth rate con­
stants at the optimxia pE of each solution differ, but this 
may be due to the feet that these constants were obtained at 
different times when the li^t intensfcies were probably not 
the same. The compositions of the various solutions in iEable 
II and the fact that Lemna grew v;ell in each solution at its 
optimum pH seem to indicate that the calcium-magnesium ratio 
is less important than the hydrogen-ion concentration, that 
the concentration may be varied over a moderate range as 
long as the hydrogen-ion concentration is maintained at the 
optimum for each cimnge in concentration, that the concen­
tration of potassium may be varied wiliiin wide limits, and 
that the calcicim-iaagnesium ratio may be reversed, as it is 
in solutions 1 and 4, as long as the pH is held at the op­
timum in each case, and good growth can be obtained. 
Saeger (37) attempted to grow Lemna in his modification 
of Bottomley*s (ll) Solution without satisfactory results, 
but he obtained fair growth when this solution was diluted 
1:10 and 1:50. He states that the reason for this is unknown. 
Using only one dilution, 1:50, we confirmed Saeger^s re stilts. 
Fron Table II, it is seen that the pH of Saeger's solution is 
3,6 which is appreciably below the optiEmc, 4.9. I?hen this 
solution was diluted 1:50 the pH -Bras changed to 5.1 which is 
only slightly above its optiinum. It seems, therefore, that 
the reason for the plant not growing in ttie undiluted solution, 
though groTJirjg in the diluted, can be attributed to the hydro­
gen-ion concentration of the two media. It is probable that 
Bottomley and Mockeridge could hs;ve grov/n Lemna more success­
fully in Eiiop*s and Detmer's Solutions had zhej adjtisted the 
pH of these to their optimim. lYolfe (47) considers that there 
is now sufficient evidence to show tliat the failure of Bottom-
ley to groTT plants successfully in purely inorganic solutions 
was due to the lack of physiologically balanced media. This 
failure may be caused by an unfavorable pH and not by tin-
balanced nutrients. 
HCl and KOH were used to adjust the pH of the variotis 
solutions. It ^as found that the chloride and potassium ions 
added in the above compounds had no significant effect on the 
growth-rate of the plants. Si^iiiar results were obtained with 
the nitrate ion; 
In the summer of 1928, it was noticed that manganese in 
the form of MnClg, vdaen added to ^ concentra­
tion of 1:1000000 stimulated the formation of chlorophyll, 
and increased the size of the plant. Mr- Fly, listoile working 
later in this laboratory, found the optimum concentration of 
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this element for solution 1 to be about 1:10,000,000 for the 
growth of Leiima major, manganese used by him was from 
recrystallized MnCls. This stimulant was used then as a part 
of solution 1 for later work. 
Solution 1, \?hose composition is found in 2able I, served 
quite satisfactorily as a medium for the growth of Lemna when 
the pE was adjizsted to 4.8, and 1:10,000,000 of manganese was 
added. This medium, then, with the pE and manganese modi­
fications will be used for nearly all nutrient solution work 
described later in this thesis, and will be designated as 
modified solution 1. 
EXPERKEirr.^L 
Since the possibility thiit a-uxinones present in organic 
laatter are essential for fee satisfactory gro^rth and repro-
axjction of green plants had been remoTred by tiie work of Clark 
and Holler (18) we attempted to show uhat effects organic 
matter bad on the green plant, using the methods and technic 
already given. This v;ork was accomplished in part with so­
lution 1 without the pH or Eiang...nese aodifications, and '^fith. 
one and both adjustments. The results of these experiments 
will be given later in this thesis. 
In July, 1925, -sfhile grcwirig Le::ina in solution 1 to iffoich 
had been added aqueous extracts of yeast, carrots, alfalfa, 
barley, soil and manure, we noticed a heavy gro^rth on the 
plant roots in all solutions excepting the inorganic nutrient 
medium and those containing soil and manure extracts. This 
growth appeared to be a fungus contamination which vyas so 
firmly attached to the roots that any attempt to v/ash it en­
tirely free v/as unsuccessful. In July, 1926, a similar ob­
servation was made ??-liile groT^ing Leisna in solution 1, ^sfith 
pH modification, containing urea and asparagin; in July, 1928, 
with alfalfa aqueous extract; and again in September, 1928, 
witii four fractions of alfalfa aqueotjs extract, made accord­
ing to Fulmer, Duecker and Helson (22). 
^ micioscopic examination of the grccrth. on some of the 
roots revealed the presence of large numbers of fungi, algae, 
bacteria and protozoa. The same classes of micro-organisms 
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were also foimd on and in the roots and on and in the frond 
of the green plant •wfaich had been growirig in the inorganic 
meditm, hut not in such abundance. ?ie see, then, that all the 
various orgaiiic substances tried, except soil and manure 
aqueous extracts, stimulated the grovTth of these organisms 
and consequently offered difficulties in making accurate ob­
servations on plants grown in solutions containing such or­
ganic materials. 
Mockeridge (33) in 1924 reported in a paper "The Forma­
tion of Plant Growth-Promoting Substances by Micro-Organisms", 
that nucleic acid derivatives increase the growth of Lemna 
minor, as do autolyzad yeast, a crude extract of peat and 
sterilized cultures of Azotobacter. In fact, according to 
h.er, all organic substances which h.ave been found to stimulate 
the growth of the green plant in minute quantities contain 
these purine and pyrimidine bases or nucleic acid derivat­
ives; so it would seem liiat auximones or plant growth-pro­
moting substances can be furnished the grotpi.ng plant in a 
strictly inorganic medium' by Azotobacter and yeast inasmuch 
as she showed them to contain these derivatives, Tie sug­
gestion was made that some of the auximones may be direct 
products of bacterial metabolism. This suggestion was also 
made by Saeger (37) after successfully growing a 
polvrhiza in a diluted Knopfs Solution containing no organic 
matter. 
Since the technic used by Clark and Roller (18) in the 
purification, of salts, the distillation of water, the care of 
glass ware and the changing of plants ms followed in our 
work,- the most likely possibility for any organic substance 
of getting into the nutrient med; um is the micro-organisias 
already present in the solutions. Then, in order to show that 
the green plant does not depend upon micro-organisms to furnish 
organic substances, it will be necessary, first,, to sterilize 
the plant and then to grow it in a sterile inorganic solution. 
ilTTEMPTS TO STERILIZS ISMHA 
The object, therefore, of freeing ^emna major of all 
micro-organisms is three-fold, namely^ to eliminate all 
micro-organic growth which contaminates the roots and conseq­
uently offers great difficulties in making accurate observa­
tions on the plants grown in seme organic solutionsj to show 
that ^emna does not depend upon bacteria to furnish organic 
materials for its proper nutrition; and to show what effects 
sterile organic substances have upon the growing sterile plant. 
Examination of the literatui^e reveals that Eansteen (25) 
in 1899 attempted to sterilize Lemna minor by repeatedly wash­
ing it with sterile water. After this operation it was trans­
ferred to a flask containing sterilized egg albxamen, and in­
cubated for several days, Eansteen*s criterion of sterility 
was the development of a turbidity in the solution and the 
subsequent evolution of ammonia, otherwise the flasks and 
their contents were considered-sterile. So mention is made 
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in Ms paper about the length of time necessary to v/ash the 
plant free of microorganisms, nor are there any details of 
his technic given. 
This v7ork was repeated by the writer. Twenty single 
fronds of Leama major were washed I'yith sterile water for one 
hour and transferred to separate flasks containing sterile 
egg albumen, -'-fter these solutions had been incubated for 
several days, there was observed a turbidity in some but none 
in others, and in some of the turbid solutions the odor of 
ammonia vfas in evidence. small portion from each flask was 
then transferred by means of sterilized pipettes to bacto-
nutrient medium, and after several days bacterialgrowth was 
noticed on all the tubes containing the agar medium. This 
shows that none of the twenty original fronds had been steri­
lized by Haasteen*s method. 
An attempt was now made to free Lemna of microorganisms 
by means of ultraviolet light. For this purpose a Hanovia 
mercuric vapor lamp, described by Ellis and T?ells (21) was 
Tised. v;^n agar plates, -s&ich had been exposed to the air 
in the laboratory for five minutes, were held five inches from 
this lamp all micro-organisms were destroyed in thirty seconds. 
Single fronds were washed well with modified solution 1, 
were transferred to a transparent quartz Erlenmeyer flask of 
50 c.c. capacity containing enough of the above solution fo 
float the plants, and were exposed eqxially on top and bottom 
five incies from iiie quartz nercury vapor lamp. To prevenf 
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tbe flask Decoding too WUTS, it xeas not bold clirootl:^' over the 
top i?ut to one side of tbe lasp. this technic, ex­
posed plants to liitraviolst li^^t for lengths of tli;^, vary­
ing froE one-half sintste to o:^ bo-ur, and then trarsferred 
thoa to storile bacto-nutrient agsr. After severel daj'S in-
c-j^sitioa tiaere was noticed bacterial groisth on all plates. 
Several plants sere esposed again in a lii:e cffinitjcr, src trcus-
ferred to s. sterile nucriesst Kieciiua whose composition sas 
solutioii 1 v>ith E-angusese and 1 grs.:;i of solid bacto-nutrioxit 
agar per liter of EQditsa. Bacterial nrosrtls develope<S in all 
fl&eks art'jr a fe-e? Plants ^.cse exposu^'e had iieoa 
longer tfeaa six sinutes died, c-tlsers tbit lisc! l>ecn subjected 
to less than siz xnirmtee were haraed but lived* T5iile the 
li^t killed isany sicro-organisss, it did not kill all of 
theffi, Alternate sfcakiBg tind escpos-ure to the Icsp not longer 
than six sistites did net kill ail bacterid, 'oat it helped to 
do so. It ^as fart^:?er shown that sin^e froads, ^hen exposed 
to ultraviolet li^Jit fros one to five ziixaies on three sue-, 
cessive tines, and seen kept in sterile nvtrlezit solution 1 
between the sijccescive exposures "s?ere not sterilized. Suf­
ficient tine passed dtiring ti^se esposarcs for the secors5 and 
third generation buds to forss. 2)he buis even produced bac­
terial growtii on bacto-nutrient agar* (rill solutions were 
sterilised by autocls-ving uraSer 20 pounds prsssixre for 15 
ainrrtes ?rhile soil and other suspensions •ssrere s^^jected to t®o 
sx2cb treatrs nt s • ^^^feree c.s.j's is'cx^e allotssci for tx^e G.ei?elcpae:nt» 
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of spores before the final autoclaving. In all cases tested, 
this treatment was sufficient for complete sterilization.) 
Several plants and roots which were examined v/ith the 
oil inuaersion objective revealed the presence of bacteria in 
the interior of the root and fronds In many cases this 
seemed to be verified by the fact that when some fronds were 
exposed to ultraviolet light and dragged on both sides over 
the siirface of the bacto-nutrient agar, bacterial growth de­
veloped only aroTind the plant. 
A centrifuge operated at 4500 r.p.m. with the plant sus­
pended in sterile solution 1 on a gauze had scarcely more 
sterilizing effect thsin ultraviolet li^t, even after one hour 
of centrifuging. One minute exposure to the lac^) and centri-
fuging for ten minutes alternately for t7/o successive times, 
allowing three days to intervene between each treatment did 
not prodxjce sterile Lemna; nor did freezing the plant in 
solution 1 and e^cposing it to ultraviolet for four minutes 
produce the desired resiilt. Again some plants v;ere put into 
a nutrient medium and were kept at 0°C. for several days but 
were changed to fresh solutions twice a ^reek during this 
period. After this they -nere exposed to ultraviolet li^t for 
four minutes, and then centrifuged for 5 minutes. !I!bis process 
was continued for several weeks, and after each e^ostire to 
the li^t, one single plant was plated out, but the number 
of micro-organisms did not seem to decrease with each opera­
tion. 
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Winter buds were produced from iiemna by adding a few 
drops of a saturated solution of CaCOHlg to the nutri^t medium 
in iviiich they were growing, by adding a drop or two of dilute 
HJIOg, or by transferring the plants to distilled water and ad­
ding Ca(0E)2 as before. T^iese nay be produced in fact by 
growirig the plants under abnoraal solution conditions. Tvinter 
buds were obtained and subjected to the action of ultraviolet 
li^t for varyir^ lengths of tiise vrithout any more success than 
was secured iirith the norical plant. Some of these buds as well 
as normal fronds were exposed in an evacuated transparent 
quartz tisbe to the lamp, but without success. 
Several organic and inorganic substances with germi­
cidal properties kvere next tried out. By following the report 
of ?/ilson (46) they were separately dissolved in nutrient 
solution 1 in varying amounts, and single fronds in the above 
solutions were exposed to ultraviolet for not longer than 
three minutes. The tabulated results are given below. 
note.—With all subsequent work on sterilization of Lemna, the 
technic already given is changed in only one detail, namely, 
the plant is Inverted with top in germicidal solution. In 
this way the solution comes in contact witii bolii top and 
roots, as does the light from tiie lamp. The plant is washed 
thoroughly with sterile distilled water before and after ex­
posure to the li^t in the germicidal solution. 
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Bs^ josure to 
ultraviolet 
light 
G2?o\yth of 
plant in 
sterile so­
lution 1 i 
GeraicideJ Sterility 
1^ CsHsCH in Sol. 1 
5% " - ~ -
lOi - - ~ . 
50>> •* - * 
55i GH^OH - ' 
1 5 ^ * "  "  •  
30^ - - • 
50| '• " • 
CsHtGE ~ 
lo/j 
50^ ~ ~ 
1-50 ECHO " 
1-100 - ** * 
1-200 *• - * 
1-500 - •* * 
1-10  ^
1-20 Pher.oi~ 
1-50 - ** * 
1-100 ~ • 
1-200 •* - • 
1-500 ~ " 
i-iax ** " 
1-100 KMnO^" 
l-40000HgClg 
1-60000 * 
1-100000 *• " * 
1-150000 " ** 
1-200000 ** •* 
1-10000 AgliOa * 
1-20000 ** 
1-40000 
1-60000 ~ 
1-1000 AuCls in" 
1-2000 
1-5000 - ** * 
1-10000 ~ " * 
1-20000 •* ** * 
1-2000 B£(OE)g * 
1-SOOO ir/ 
1-10000 " *** 
1-20000 " 
1-40000 ** 
1-100 Pb{HOs)£**' 
1-100 •2h(S05)g~* 
1-100 TJ{mz}z **' 
1-100 Mercupo-
chrome 
1 frond 
o 
5 
3 
0 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
o 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
o 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Grew 
Died 
Grew 
«• 
Died 
Grew 
Died 
Gi^w 
Died 
9 m  
Grew 
Died 
Grew 
a* 
Died 
-w* 
Ores' 
Son-sterile 
«• 
Sterile 
Hon-sterile 
•• •* 
Sterile 
«• 
Son-sterile 
Sterile 
Kon-sterile 
*• *• 
Sterile 
on-sterile 
Sterile 
-Mt 
Hon-sterile 
Sterile 
•« 
Sfon-sterile 
«• »• 
Sterile 
M 
Son-sterile 
Sterile 
i^on-sterile 
Med 
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G-rowth of 
Exposure to plant in 
Germicides •ultraviolet sterile so­ Sterility 
li?;^t lution 1 A 
1-200 Acri- in Sol. 1 3 min. 1 frond Died Non-sterile 
flavine 
1-80 ECl 3 ~ •• •• 
1-100 Chloro-" - 3 ** •• •• 
amine-T 
Clilorosacch-
arin Sat, 3 .. Gre"ar •• 
1-80 KOE ** ~ 3 ** Lied Sterile 
1-200 - ** ** 3 " ** ** 
1-500 " " ** 3 Grew Hon-sterile 
1-1000~ " " 3 ~ — 
l-2000~ " ~ 3 *" •• 
A Solution adjxisted to pE of 4.8, and 1:10000000 manganese 
added. 
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E:q)osure to .Growth of 
Tiltraviolet -plant in Sterility 
Germicide 4 :Sol, 1 A5 
1-2 HoOo^ in Sol, 1 3 min. 
« 
4 k 
Died Sterile 
1—5 HgOg •• *• 3 ** 1 frond: •• 
1-10 ** •• ** 3 •• •• •4» Non-sterile 
1-20 ** *• 'Z •• *« *• 
1-40 - •• 3 *« •• •* •• 
1-80 - am 3 •• *• Gr^w •• •• 
1-160 ~ •• 3 •• •• •• 
1-500 ICI3 •w 9M 3 •* *• Died Sterile 
1-1000 " M 3 •• •• •« •• 
1-5000 ** 3 •• *• Grew Hon-sterile 
I-IOOOO" •« «• 3 •• *• 
Purftiral, Sat. •• 0m — 
1-1 — 3 •« Died Sterile 
1-2 3 •« 
1-4 3 •• •* «• •• 
1-8 •• ** 3 •• «« •« I^on-sterile 
1-16 •« 3 <»• Grew •« 
1-32 •• 3 — «• »« «« •• 
1-5000 Prolyl *• 3 •• •• Died Sterile 
HgSOa 
1-10000 ** 3 ** »• •• 
1-15000 ** •• 3 *« •• 
1-20000 ~ •• 3 Grew Uon-sterile 
1-30000 ** •• 3 •• •• ** 
1-50000 ~ 
1-5000 phenyl -
v« 3 
3 ~ 
•* mm 
Died 
wm 
Sterile 
HgHOo 
1-10000 ** ~ •• •« 3 ** •« 
1-15000 •* ** 3 •« •• 
1-20000 ~ - «• 3 •* Grew Hon-sterile 
1-30000 ~ *• 3 *• •• •• 
1-60000^ ~ ~ 99 •• 3 •• •• •« •• 
l-20000®Ethyl — •• 3 «« Died Sterile 
1-30000 ~ ** 3 ** 
1-60000 ~ M 3 •• •• •« Kon-sterile 
1-100000e" 3 •• •« Grew *« «» 
1-15000 Methyl ** « • 3 ** Died Sterile 
EgNOs • 
1-20000 "* ** " :3 •« ** •• 
1-30000 " ** •• 4 :3 •• •• •• «»• 
1-60000 - ~ «•> :3 •• ** Grew Hon-sterile 
1-100000 ** " •• 1 :3 •• •« •• «« «« 
1-100 KsHgl^ •• :3 •• Died Sterile 
1-1000 •• — :3 ** •* 
1-5000 4 13 •« •A' •• 
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: Growth of 
Exposure to^plant in 
Germicide ultraviolet Sol, 1 A5 Sterility 
1-10000 SsHgl^ in Sol.l 
• 
3 min.lfrond: Grew Sterile 
1-20000 ~ - - 5 ** »* Hon-sterile 
1-40000 ~ - ~ «•« *• •• o •« •• •• 
CaOClg Satuiated " " 5 sec. ~ •• •* 
20 •* 
30 ** •• 
45 " •• Sterile 
60 " •« 
90 " •• 
120" Died •• 
150" 
180" 
SContaining 1 gran of solid tsacto-nutrient agar per liter of 
solution. 
ABacto-nutrient agar is used here instead of Solution 1 in 
order to avoid sterilising two fronds. Growth, and steril' 
ity are ascertained with one plant. pH not adjtisted. 
fiCompounds secured through courtesy of I.B. Johns, Depart­
ment of Plant Gheadstry. 
xEgOs is 30)?. 
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Prom the tabulated resxilts, it inay be seen that none of 
the germicidal agents used sterilized Lesnaa, without killing 
it, excepting in the case of the compounds, EgHgl^ and CaOClg. 
lYhile several of the coinpounds were sufficiently germicidal 
to kill all ciicro-organissis in dilute solutions, they also 
killed the plant. Some of these substances which were the 
most effective germ killers and. the least harmful to Lemna, 
and especially the last two listed, were further investiga­
ted. The concentrations of these mateidals were used "srhich, 
as shown in the above list, were least harmful to the plant 
and the most efficient as germicides. In these solutions 
single fronds were exposed to ultraviolet light as before. 
Below are the tabulated results. 
Germicide 
jtOxjposure to 
Ultraviolet light 
and germicide 
Orowth of plant 
in sterile so­
lution 1 A Sterility 
COHBOH in solution 1 
SO^ 
1-100 HOHO 
1-100 " 
1-50000 HgOls 
1-50000 •• 
1-40000 AgNOo 
1-40000 *• for •• 
1-10000 AuiClo •* •• 
1-10000 
1-10000 KgHgl^ •• •• 
1-10000 
1-300 KOH in solution 1 
1-300 
1-3000 lOlo" 
1-3000 
1-4 Sat.furfural in sol, 1 
1-4 
1-15000 p-tolyl HgNOfl in sol. 
1-15000 
1-15000 phenyl HgNOg 
1-15000 
1-60000 ethyl HgNOg 
1-60000 
1-60000 methyl HgNOo 
1-60000 ^ 
iWote. Fronds are used' insteaor 
easily handled. 
AOontaining 1 gr. solid bacto 
5 fronds for 3 min. 
5 w.buds 
5 rronuo 
5 v/.buds 
5 fronds 
5 v/.buds 
5 fronds 
5 w. buds 
5 fronds 
5 v/.buds 
5 fronds 
5 v/,buds 
5 fronds 
5 w.buds 
5 fronds 
5 w« buds 
5 fronds 
5 w.buds 
5 fronds 
5 w.buds 
5 fronds 
5 V/, buds 
5 fronds 
5 v/,buds 
5 fronds 
5 w.buds 
Those that grow 
grew out 
(1 w.biiaa grew/ 
Tfrage that girew 
Non-sterile 
(2 sterile 
N 
Won-sterile 
of winter buds for sterilization since they are niore 
-nut. agur per liter of solution. 
Goiwlcide 
« 
« 
: Exposure 
: to f^ermioide 
Qrov/th of plant s 
in sterile so- i Sterility 
lution 1 A I 
20% CeHcOH in sol. 
• 
111 frond for 15 sec* 
k 
• 
Died tNon-aterile 
20% Jl •« 30 
20% !l • « 60 «• 4* «• •• 
20% :1 »• 120 « •  • • • • •• 
20?^ si «• •• 180 • • • • V* •• 
HOHO tl f * •• 15 * •  Grew • « •• 
h% si • • •*  SO • « «« 
Jl •• «• 60 • « Sterile 
5^ Jl • • 120 *« Died • • 
:1 «• *« 180 • • J •• 
1-5000 HgCls in" 51 • • •• 15 «« Grow iNon-eteril© 
1-5000 :1 • • •# 30 »• •• 4 •• 
1-6000 $1 60 «* ^ •* • 
It-SOOO Jl «• •• 120 • • • • J •• *• 
1-5000 J l  •• 180 Died s  Sterile 
1-5000 AgNOo '**' !1 • • •* 15 «• Grew :Non-Bterile 
1-50.00 J l  30 • • •• ^ •• • 
1-5000 J l  • • • • 60 {Sterile 
1-5000 }1 • • •• 120 • * • * »Non-storile 
1-5000 J l  • • «• 180 Died {Sterile 
1-1000 KgHgl^ J l  • • •< 15 «« Grew 
1-1000 ;1 *• •• 30 : 
1-1000 J l  • • •* 60 • • : 
1-1000 :1 • * •• 120 *« Died J 
1-1000 Jl • • •• 180 «• • t J •• 
1-1000 A.u01(j 5l • * »• 15 «• Grow Non-aterile 
1-1000 !l *» •• 30 • • •• 1 • * >• -
1-1000 Jl • • •• 60 • « •• Sterile 
1-1000 J l  • • #• 120 • • #• 2 Cf 
1-1000 Jl 
« 
f 
»• ** 180 Died : 
• 
• 
' L'L' \'J'li* L'"'' 'VVV- " * Acbntalnlng 1 gram solid bacto-nutrient agar peir liter of solution. 
Gormlolde Exposure to 
germicide 
iGrowth of plant 
:in storile so-
Jlution 1 A 
: Sterility 
Sat. furfural in sol, 1 1 frond for 15 sec. 
• 
J Died :Non-sterile 
«• «• •• •• 1 «« 30 • • • • • ft ftft • • 
«• •• •• «f 1 • • • • 60 • « • • • ft • • ftft 
«• •« 1 *• «• 120 • * • • * • • •• 
«•  t« •• •• 1 • ft • • 180 • • • 9 • • • • •• 
1-5000 p-tolyl HgNOp in : 
sol. 1 1 • • • 4 15 • • • ft : Sterilo 
1-5000 f «• *• • • ij. 
sol. 1 1 • « 30 • • t • ft J 
1-5000 • « •• •• i : 
sol. 1 1 »• • • 60 • • X • ft • ** • 
1-5000 •• •• : • ft 
so 1« 1 1 • • 120 •• • • • ; 
1-5000 »• •• »« • • : 
sol» 1 1 «« 180 If • • • ** m 
1-5000 phenyl HgNOo In 
15 
ft 
• 
• 
• 
sol* 1 1 • • • • : • • 
1-5000 •» • • • « 
sol* 1 I 
«• • • 30 • ft • • ft 
1-5000 «• •• • « ^ • • • • • 
sol. 1 1 • • • • 60 • • * « •• 
1-5000 i4 J • • 
sol* 1 1 • • 120 *• ft • •• • •• • 
1-5000 ** •« •» # • 
sol, 1 1 • « • • 180 • • : • ft • •' • 
1-5000 ethyl HgNOa " 
15 
: 
sol, 1 1 • « f • • f • • • 
1-5000 4* «• •* • « • • 
sol. 1 1 • • • ft 30 «• f • • ** • 
1-5000 •• » $  •• • • • • 
HOl, 1 1 »• • • 60 ft* • ft • •• « 
1-5000 «4 •• •• • • 
sol, 1 1 • • • • liJO • ft • • ft • • 
1-5000 • • •• «• • « • • 
sol. 1 1 • « • • 180 »• ft • 
ft* : 
Qermlolde Exposure to 
gennloide 
Grov/th of pliant 
in sterile so­
lution 1 A 
: 
'Sterility 
I 
1-5000 mothyl HgNOo in sol. 1 1 frond for 15 sec. Died 
• 
• 
:Sterile 
1-6000 • * *• 1 " 30 •* • • ft ft* • 
1-5000 t« «• 1 " 60 *• # «  ; 
1-5000 • « •« 1 •• *• 120 •• • • « • 
1-5000 «« «• 1 ft* ** 180 " • • : 
Sat.hexyl reaorcinol • • •« 1 • • *• 15 " • • :Non-sterile 
•• •• 1 «• " 30 " «• J " 
•• •• • • At 1 *• 60 ** • ft » •• • >• •• * •  « •  1 • • '* 120 *• • • , ft* •• • 
•« •« •• • • •• 1 " 180 •• «• . •* • 
HCHO in sol. 1 10 " 60 •• Those that grew v«re: " 
1-5000 HgCla in sol. 1 10 •* 60 " «• •* • • ft •• • 
1-5000 AgNOo " " 10 *•  " 60 " • • «* • • • •• • 
1-1000 KBHgl4 •• 10 «• '* 60 " • •  • « :S sterile 
1-1000 AuOlo " " 10 «• 60 '• <• •• • • {Non-sterile 
1-10000 p-tolyl HgNO 0 in sol .1 10 • f •• 60 •• ••  ••  • • . •• •• 
1-10000 phenyl HgNOo In sol .1 10 • *  •• 60 " • f t  • •  • •  «•   ^ •• •• 
1-10000 ethyl •« 10 •• " 60 " •• «• • • 1 *• «• 
1-10000 methyl • « «i 10 •• •• 60 •• •• •• •• • • ^ ft* •* • 
Sat. CaOCls In sol. 1 100 • "10-60 •• 3 grew and were iSterile 
• ft 
'A' Containing 1' gram solid b ac to-nutrient agar per liter ot Bolutio n. 
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•^11 fronds and -sri-nter btids which have thus far been ob­
tained sterile and have grown, finally turned yellow in the 
above liquid bacto-nutrient nedius and died, '^^ey developed 
chlorophyll at first, but sxibsequent generations developed 
Tirithout green color. There seeuied, then, a relation between 
chlorophyll formation in green plants and micro-organisris. 
This soon shown to be incorrect, for non-sterile Lemna in 
the above mediuE, prodaced yelloir daughter buds and soon 
died as did the sterile plants. The pE of the above solution 
which is 5,6, was ad;justed to 4,8, and non-sterile plants 
added to it. After a fe^ days growth, all buds that formed 
were green. It was later shoon that sterile Lemna would grow, 
reproduce and continue green in sterile solution 1 contain­
ing 1 gram of solid bacto-nutrient agar per liter of solution, 
providing the pH was adjusted to 4.8. 
Some of the fronds which had not produced bacterial growth 
in the above medium, but ishich had died because of the high 
pH, were macerated and transferred .to a solid bacto-nutrient 
medium, and after several days, many pin point colonies were 
observed, ^ese particular plants were sterile then on the 
outside and non-sterile on the interior. 
The solution used to grow these fronds after treating 
them with a geKnicidal agent was prepared as follows: 
1 liter solution 1 containing 1:10000000 parts of 
mangane se. 
1 gram S^cto-nutrient agar (dehydrated) 
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Thft above mixture is brought to a boil, pH adjxisted to 4,8, 
and is sterilized at 20 pounds pressure for 15 minutes. For 
solid agar plates and tubes, 23 grams of the bacto-nutrient 
agar are dissolved in one liter of distilled water, broiight to 
a boil, and steriliijed as usual. 
STERILIZATI05F C? LEMM 
A non-sterile liemna frond which had been growing in modi­
fied solution 1 T;ras washed well with sterile distilled water, 
contained in a unit similar to those shc^ in Figure 1. Tiie 
water in a two liter Srlenmeyer flask, and the rest of the 
unit were sterilized separately, carefully assembled after­
wards, stoppers paraffined, and cotton plugs inserted in the 
burette and flask vents in order to avo3.d contamination. The 
frond was washed by allowing 20 drops of this water to fall on 
to it from the b-urette of the unit. The plant was then trans­
ferred by aieans of a sterile platiniisi wire to a sriall Srlen-
meyer flask containing a saturated solution of CaOCls, which 
had been freshly prepared. The instrument used in holding the 
Iiemna while washing it and in transferrirg it, is illustrated 
below: 
^ Pyyex t^lass 
Platinum " i^re Forlc 
I I 
Cork Handle 
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The small Erlenmeyer flask contained Jiost enough satxirated 
solaition of CaOCl^ to keep the bottom of the plant from 
totiching the flask. By careful manipulation the frond was 
placed in this solution in an inverted position after having 
"srashed it mtb sterile Turater. B-j this operation, tbe entire 
surface of the plant caxne in contact vvith the solution. 
After about 30 seconds it "ssas removed from the flask by means 
of the above sterile instrtment, washed again vrith about 20 
drops of sterile water, and transferred immediately to a 
cotton stoppered flask containing sterile modified solution 1 
••jjith 1 gram of bacto-nutrient agar. !Phe technic usuilly 
employed in the bacteriological laboratory was observed in 
making these transfers, 400 plants were treated according to 
the above procedure, except that EgEgl^ was used for about 
200 instead of a saturated solution of CaOCls. ^ese two com­
pounds were the only germicidal agents previously used suc­
cessfully, and while the former confound proved to be the 
better germicide, it was the more toxic to the plants. 
After the plants were treated as described above, they 
v/ere incubated at 25®C- for five or sis days away from direct 
sunli^t, then later in the sunli^t, until it was certain 
which plants were living and sterile. These were then care­
fully transferred to fresh medium. Green buds soon developed 
from the mother plant which had been almost completely killed 
by the gernicide, F^om the 400 single plants treated there 
were only 30 which lived and were sterile, the others were 
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non-st,erile and dead, fhose that ^ere sterile and grew, died 
soon after developing green buds. Tr^e original frond -sras 
killed by i±ie germicide but the green bud nyhich dtiring treat-
nient was in the interior of the plant or nearly so, later grew 
out. ^he bad before emerging is" probably sterile, so v/hen all 
the frond is sterili^ied except the bud, the latter is not 
seriously harnied by "Sic treatr^ent. Thus, it later essrges 
and is sterile. 
The plants believed sterile were Ispt in several differ­
ent flasks,' so that if one container becas:e contaminated, 
others rsight be spared. Transfers to fresh sterile liquid 
bacto-nutrient lis-iium in small containers -^ere aiade tv/ice a 
?;eek, until there v/ere several hundred plants at r-hich tine 
S-2 liter Srlenmeyer flasks re re substituted. 
For the transfer r/ork at this point and during the rest 
of this \T0rk a small room 8*z5^3cS' made of cojspcsition board 
was employed. It contained a door, a windovr, a ga:s burner, 
an electric li^t, shelves and two small holes in the top 
Tjshich vTere filled with, cotton. The v/alls, ceiling and floor 
of this room before use were ^jrashed '.'?ith 1:500 EgClg solution 
and its interior was sprayed v7ith the same solution Thich was 
allowed to settle. Before spraying, all of the solutions to 
be changed and these instruments 'Jhich do not come in contact 
with the nutrient solution during the transfer ^ere placed 
inside. The sterile transfers were then m-de by the •writer. 
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•adio tiad previously imlressed and dampened bis ihand, face and 
hair. Since the temperatrtre of the room was held between 
30°C. - 38°G. there was sufficient body moisture to prevent 
dust. The sterility of this rocra effected after spraying 
Y/ith Hgcigsolution, and it was found that out of several tests 
not iiore than five micro-organisms fell on an agar plate, 
which had been exposed for one-half hour to the room interior. 
Wearing a "Kret laboratory coat, the writer attempted to make 
these sterile transfers in the above room, but serious con-
tamin'ition resulted as was showa by the subsequent bacterial 
growth on a nutrient agar plate which had been exposed to 
the roomys atmosphere, conseqiaently, the techr-ic already de­
scribed ^as used instead. 
transferring the plants for the first time, from 
these S-2 liter Erlenmeysr flasks to fresh sterile liquid, 
bacto-nutrient medium, seme Le^ma were talcen from each flask 
and placed on a solid nutrient agar plate. After incubation, 
only one pl-^ite v»as perfectly sterile. This sterility test 
was checked and the results shov/ed, as before, that the plants 
in only one flask xmre sterile. %ese Tiere then divided 
into eight equal parts and transferred to f>esh sterile 
medium. At the next transfer, a test revealed that the 
plants in the eight flasks were sterile. Maceration -shovved 
no bacterial infection, 
Tne sterility of these plants was further demonstrated 
by inoculating one from each flask into the following bacto-
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jmtrient media: bacto-nubrient agar, dextrose agar, bacto-
nutrient broth, bacto-nutrient agar + 5 grams KaCl per liter. 
After several days, no bacterial gro^Tth was noticed in any of 
the above media. Figure 4 shows these sterile tests compared 
to the non-sterile plant. Figure 5 shoisrs the sterile green 
plants in Erlenmeyer flasks, and Pigiire 6 shows the non-sterile 
plants in large crystallizing dishes. 
T&st>s in Dfffet^&nf Media To Shoi^ Sten'h'fy of Lemna 
Figure ^  
1 
1 - 54 -
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Attempts were made to make Lemna had been treated 
•with various germicides grow in sterile inorganic solution 1 
as is shOTO in the first part of the tabulated results, but 
•ETithout sijccess^ !Hiis was again attempted by treating 100 
single fronds vdth a saturated CaOCls solution and instead 
of transfenang the plants to the liquid bacto-nutrient medium, 
they were inoculated into sterile modified solution 1. After 
five or six days in a dark place, they were exposed to direct 
sunlight, until it was definitely known which -would grow. 
The grov/ing plants were then transferred to fresh sterile 
solutions, and after several such transfers they were changed 
to the liquid bacto-nutrient medium already mentioned in order 
to test for the presence of bacteria. Some were sterile and 
grew. This experiment was repeated with similar results, 
hence it proves that Lemna canbe sterilized and grown in 
sterile solution 1 instead of tiie bacterial medium. The 
sterile plants which had been growing in the liquid bacto-
nutrient medium were then transferred to sterile modified 
solution 1. In this inorganic medium sterile Lemna has 
passed through about 75 generations and continues to look 
healthy and to reproduce without the addition of organic 
matter. Tests made from time to time have shown them to be 
free from micro-organisias* 
It has already been proved by Clark and Holler (18), and 
confirmed by others {3.20,57,47) that the green plant will. 
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grow and reprodtice quite satisfactorily without the addition 
of minute quantities of organic suostances, or accessory 
factors known as auximones. Kow, it is evident that nicro-
-organisms are not necessary for the proper nutrition of Lemna 
plants if their rate of growtii and their healthy appearance 
and their sterility after ei^t months of continuous grov/th 
in a sterile inorganic solution can be used as criteria. 
These plants build up their cell constituents of protein, 
carbohydrates, fats and salts from only the sterile nutrient 
modified solution 1, containing purified inorganic salts, 
and triple distilled water and the carbon diozide from the 
air. S31O3 is liieir chief source of nitrogen from -srhich they 
synthesize protein. Carbon dioxide from the air, and vrater from 
the solution are the chief sources from which the plant can 
build carbohydrates and fats. 
Sterile and ncn-sterile Lemna are now gro??n under the 
same conditions, excepting the modified solution 1 in the 
first case is sterile, while in the second case it is non-
sterile. In ttie former the plants are designated as sterile 
stock, Tffhile in the latter they are designated as non-sterile 
stock. The effects of various Icinds of organic substances 
on the plants of these two stoclsswill be shovm later in this 
thesis. We shall try to determine fihether organic matter 
•will stimulate or retard their growth. 
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TEE EFFECTS OP ORGAMC MATTER OK THE GHO'^IE RATE OF HON-STERILE 
GESm PL/iKTS. 
Early in the nineteenth century, huaus was regarded as 
the food of green plants, hut the work of de Saussure and 
Senebier, together with Leibig's address to the British -As­
sociation in 1840, served to kill the humus theory (56). 
In France Grandeau, late in the nineteenth century, suggested 
the possibility that organic substances contribute occasion­
ally to the supply of carbon in the plant, but this was not 
recognized, hO!..-9Ver, until modem work showed that organic 
materials under certain circumstances could be absorbed by 
the plant and sii^t prove either toxic or beneficial (56). 
At the present tine there is no doubt tiiat the carbon re­
quirement of the green plant can be supplied by the carbon 
dioxide of the air. 
aiany investigators have worked on the relationship of 
organic matter to the growth of the green plant. Among those 
who have studied this phase of plant nutrition are Schreiner, 
Shorey, Skinner, and Keed of the Bureau of Soils (38,39,40, 
41, 42). These men have isolated some pure organic compounds 
from the soil, and have found that some •srere beneficial, some 
toxic and some ineffective to plants grown in a nutrient so­
lution. Hobbins (34) studied the effects of autolyzed yeast 
and peptone on growth of excised com root tips in the dark, 
and found that a 2 per cent solution of glucose in Pfeffer's 
medium increased the growth of corn root tips when grown tinder 
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sterile conditions. He also found that peptone and autolyzed 
yeast acted as stiaiulants, while creatinine, asparagin and 
glycocoll were of no nutritive value, Chittenden sho-vved tliat 
"bacterized peat acted as a stijnulant. Breazeale (12) oelieved 
that organic substa:ices which come in contact with the soil 
decompose and compounds restilt which sti.nmlate plant growth, 
Rosenheim (3c) sterilized rotted peat and inoculated it vrith 
a laliced cxilture of nitrogen-fixing "bacteria. This inoculated 
peat increased the grov/th of plants grown in pots. Bottoa-
ley (4,5,9) fotird. that sterilised cxiltures of Azotobacter, 
autolyzed yeast, nucleic acid derivatives, huraates, and bac­
terized peat stimulated the growth of Lemna v.hen grown in 
Betner^s acd Knop's Solutions, in which the plants would not 
grow without the addition of minute quantities of organic 
matter. Saeger (37) checked Bottomley*s results using auto­
lyzed yeast and an aqueous extract of peat. 
After Lemna major had been made to grow by Clark and 
Roller in a solution containing only crystallized inorganic 
salts and triple distilled water, we nc:ct desired to deter­
mine the effects of organic substances upon the growth and 
reproduction of this plant in solution 1 with pH held constant 
at 4.8. The materials used were Fleishman^s yeast, ripe 
carrots, ripe barley, cuped alfalfa, Carrington loam soil 
and rotted stable manure. In each case the saiz5)le was macer­
ated or ground up, digested with distilled w:ter at 70®C. 
•» uO *• 
for four hours, v/ith occasional shaking, and filtered free of 
any suspended matter. This extraction was repeated and the 
filtr.:.tes v;ere collecteci and concentrated in vacuo at 65°C, 
'^hey were then made up to volume and tlie concentrations of 
solid matter v.'ac determined ft)r cach of the six extracts. 
The aoluiicnE v/e:'C kept in an ice box to kocp down bacterial 
{growth. The technic used in tLis e^eriniont has been de­
scribed in the '"vletJiods and '-^'echnic" of this thesis. The plan 
of the experiraont with results and grov/th rate curves are given 
ijelov;. 


T..BLE IV, THE EF ECTS OF VARIOUS ORG..NIC SUBSTjvNCES ON WON-STICRILE LEMNA. 
;Green 
Extract iwei^t 
:grams 
Mo is ture 
weight 
grams 
• 
• 
Dry : k 
we i^t : 
Genl, ap­
pearance 
at end 
p.p.m. of 
extract 
added 
pH of solution 
1 
X ;0.0548 
yeast : 
:0.0566 
O.0491  
0.0512 
0.0052:0.072 
• 
• 
0.0057:0.099 
a - 2 
a 
40 
80 
4.8 
4.8 
X :0.0588 
carrots: 
;0.0599 
0.0536 
0.0545 
0.0053:0.005 
• 
• 
0.0060:0.084 
a - 3 
a - 3 
40 
80 
4.8 
4.8 
X :0 .0EJ92 
barley S 
:0.0752 
0.0642 
0.0684 
0.0055:0.085 
• 
0.0069:0.101 
a - 1 
a + 1 
40 
80 
4.8 
4.8 
X :0.0657 
alf Ifa: 
:0.0641 
0.0600 
0.0582 
0,0057:0.087 
• 
• 
0.0056:0.105 
a 
a + 1 
40 
80 
4.8 
4.8 
:0.0620 
soil : 
:0.0740 
0.0577 
0.0685 
0.0042:0.080 
• 
0.0056:0.100 
a 
a + 1 
40 
80 
4.8 
4.8 
;0.0725 
manure : 
:0.0878 
0.0672 
0.0821 
0.0049:0.091 
• 
• 
0.0063:0.102 
a + 1 
a + 2 
40 
80 
4.8 
4.8 
• 
• 
control:0.0717 0.0677 0.0054:0.094 a none 4.8 
a = appearance of control. 
X = a micro-organic grov/th was attached to the plant roots which could, not 
be washed free. 
pH of extracts adjiisted to 4.8 
duration of experiment -- 15 days. 
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In order to obtain the above green weights, fifty plants 
v/ere taken out of each solution, blotted between filter papers 
for thj?ee minutes, and weighed irarnedlately in weighing bottles. 
For the dry v/eights, the v/eighing bottles and contents were 
heated in a vacuuni oven held at 30 m.m. pressure, and 65°C. 
for 12 hours. Ttie loss of moisture represents the moisture 
weights. 
The results in 'i'able IV indicate that the constants (k) 
for plants grown in solutions containing 40 p.p.m. of the 
various orgc^nic extracts are smaller than that for the con­
trol, while the opposite is true for solutions containing 
80 p.p.m., excepting in the case of carrots where (k) is 
smaller for both c^neentrations than for the control. For 
this extract, the green weij^it, moisture weight and (k) showed 
no increase over those for the control in either concentra­
tion, while the dry weight shov^'ed stimulation at 80 p.p.m. 
Increase ingreen v/eight is noticed with both solutions of 
manure, and with 80 p.p.m. of soil and barley, while with the 
other organic substances there is a decrease for both con­
centrations, For the dry weight, 80 p.p.m. of all extracts 
and even 40 p.p.in. of alfalfa and barley gave an increase, 
while the other organic materials gave a decrease. From 
1±iese results it is noticed that the values for (k) and the 
dry v/eights are reasonably v/ell correlated with each other, 
but not so well v/ith the green v/eights. Based on the growth 
rates, the extracts are arranged in the descending order of 
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their value: alfalfa, manure, barley, soil, yeast and car­
rots; based on dry weights: barley, manure, carrots, yeast, 
(alfalfa 
and (soil ; and based on appearance; manure, soil alfalfa, 
barley, yeast and carrots. 
The fact that small concentrations of the above organic 
extracts depress the grov/th of plants, v/hile the larger amounts 
increase growth will perhaps be more fully understood later, 
when inaxirnim growth rate curves are deteri.dned for some of the 
organic substances just mentioned. 
Our next experiment on organic imtter and the growth of 
Lemna was an attempt to obtain an optimum concentration of 
soil and manure extracts for the green plant, and an attempt 
to show the effects upon Lemna of some pure organic compounds 
when added to an inorganic nutrient solution. The methods 
and technic were the same as those used in the experiment just 
given, except that Saeger's Solution was used instead of 
solution 1. The pH was held constant at the optimum, i.e., 
4.9 as given in Table II. The following table and graphs show 
the plan and results of this experiraent. 
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TkBLE 5. THE OPTIi™ CONCENTR .T lOK? Op V/JtlCUS ORG . NIC SUBSTaWCES FOR TEE GROWTH OF 
N ON-STERILE LEMNA. 
p.p.m. Ap­
No. Stimu­ Dry k pear­
lant we i^t ance 
added 4 at end 
1 4 0.0046! .0 m a 
2 20 0.0049' 0 064 a-1 
3 60 0.006010 062 a-4 
4 120 0.0079;0 060 a-5 
5 200 O.OIO6J0 055 Dying 
1 4 0.0046 0 070 a-1 
2 20 0.0038 0 073 a-1 
3 60 0.0044 0 080 a 
4 120 C.0059 0 066 a-4 
5 200 C.0055 0 065 a-5 
1 4 0.0049 0 075 a 
2 20 0.0048 0 077 a 
3 60 0^0043 0 085 a+1 
4 120 0.0056 0 079 a-1 
5 200 0.0063 0 076 a-1 
1 4 0.0068 0 059 a-4 
2 20 0.0063 0 070 a-1 
3 60 0.0069 0 074 a-1 
4 120 0.0075 0 08I a 
5 200 0.0080 0 083 a 
1 4 0.0047 0 077 a 
2 20 0.0044 0 O8O a 
3 60 0.0053 0 08I a 
4 120 0.0047 0 088 a+1 
5 200 0.0049 0 091 a+2 
1 4 0.0064 0 055 Dying 
2 20 0.0074 0 055 a-4 
3 60 0.0056 0 068 a-1 
4 120 0.0063 0 068 a-1 
5 200 0.0073 0 0V3 a-1 
1 - - 0.0055 a 
Organic stimulant (The pH of extracts was kept con­
stant at 4.9) 
Asparagin 
Urea x 
Soil extract 
susp in dist. HgO equiv, to p.p.m. of soil ext. 
Manure extract 
susp. in dist. HgO equiv. to p.p.m. of man'ure ext 
Control [Saeger's Solution) 
tached to roots v/hich could not be washed free.' 
Duration of experiment 4 weeks. 
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The preceding table and curves shovir that the organic sub­
stances used in thifi experiment stimulated the growth rate of 
Ijemna. Some of thA3 aaterials, hoY/ever, v;ere noticeably- better 
than others. Aspara^iin in the lowest concentration acted as 
if it were a stiiaulant, but was decidedly toxic in the higher 
concentr^itionfi Urea, on the other hfuud, is toxic wiien present 
in large or small amounts, it accelerates the gTOv^th of Lemna 
.••t 60 p.p.uu, wliicli is the optimum as is indicated on the 
curve. Tl'.ese insults were roughly chec>ed b.y Woife (47). 
The soil extract did not retard the grcwtlj iii any of the so­
lutions. Its optiiaura concentration for growth rate v/as reached 
at about 70 p.jj.iii. One notes that vcre ext"''act is b^ r.t of 
the stimulants used, but its optiiimtri v/as not reached even at 
200 p.p.a. Both tl-ic soil and laanure suspensions gave results 
different fro.ii those obtained from their extracts. Thoi;igh 
the extracts v/erc either stiiiiulants, or ineffective at all 
concentrations used, the suspensions \'!oro either toxic or 
stiir.ulants, and neither suspension reached an optiinwa. Pel'-
haps an opti:irain would have been reached with each material 
had greater amoimts been used. Hone of the concentrations of 
the manure suspension V7as beneficial; with the soil suspension, 
hov;ever, the 120 and 200 p.p.ra. stin-.ulated the grov/tli rate 
of the pla.nt. The grov/th constants and general appearance 
of the plants, it is noticed, are closely correlated, while 
the dry weight values bear no significant relation to the 
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other results. In any event, as the rates of reproduction 
change the dry weights do not necessarily change correspond­
ingly. 
We wifhed next to investigate the effects of niinute 
quantities of soil and manure extracts upon the grov/th of Lemna 
major. The methods and technic used are the same as in the 
experiment Just described. The follovi'lng table and graphs 
show the plan and results of this experiment. 
Effects of Minute Cuantities of Soil Extract Upon the Growth of Non-sterile Lemna 
a^073 
£:xtr^ct iRRM.) 
ffects of iiliriUte .Quahtities of Llariure 2xtr*ict 
Upon the Gfov^th of Hon-sterile Lemna 
TABLE VI. T?iE liiPFRGTS OP MIIv'UTE QU^K'ilTIE'- OF SOIL AND MANUIiE KcTRACTS ON THE 
GROWTH OF KON-STERILE LEI/iKA. 
p.p.m. 
Organic stljaulants (The pH of extracts was kept constant No. stimu­ k 
lant at 4.9). 
added 
1 0.2 0.054 Soil extract 
g 0.5 0.055 • • •• 
3 0.8 0.054 • « •• 
4 1.0 0.055 • • •• 
5 2.0 0.054 • * •• 
6 10.0 0.058 «• •• 
7 20.0 0 . 062 • * •• 
1 1 0.055 Manure extract 
2 0.058 • • •• 
5 3 0^049 «• •• 
4 4 0.046 • • •• 
5 8 0^050 *« ** 
6 20 0.05 o • • 
1 — o.oco Control {Sae^er's Solution) 
Eruration of e^^erinent 4 weeks. 
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Both soil and manure extracts in minute qmntities stimu­
late the growth rate of the green plant. It is noticed, how­
ever, ti^at two concentrations of mantare extract give grov/th 
constants below that of the control. This produces a curve 
which apparently has a maxiraum and a minimum point. The 
cuT've indicates also that this extract is a stimulant in very 
minute and in large quantities, but is toxic some-iiere betv;een 
these concentrations. 
Ashby (5), using sterile laar ure, fomid that minute quan­
tities increased the groirth of Lemna minor, out he did not use 
larger iiinounts than LO p.p.in. 
The above graph and table shov/ that the soil extract acts 
as an accelerator in all concentrations used. 
V/e next attempted to determine the optiinum for manure 
and alfalfa extracts and again to check the optiraum for soil 
extract. The procoiure was the same as that in the previous 
experiment, except that solution 1 v/as used, and the pH main-
t.:;ined constant at 4.8. Tb.e follov/ing table and graphs show 
the plan and the results of this experi;;;ent. 
Optimiiin Growth Bate Curve of Soil Extract on Won 
-'V'.' .v'"Sterile: ^ 
0,09i 
''0.03<i> 
0.032 
0.07S 
0.074 
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u Mwis MAMavMM asMBmi M in»i«Stan M««ninSi mmi« «»mk aRMSKsnas;: 
^iisSSiiSilsasSSKiaMSSisgisUS^is:: URB»a SKSB^SSmgRKSSHS 
••n&SsBMHiKliiBaMaalu 
rsES 
SMMfl SSSnKRa ^ Saa BM u • UMI • ijM a«M« 
•UMaua su:u 
Bffl 
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sB 
S5 
SR. MSM 
»HBR Mwa 
ssa 
ri-rrliitr 
SHUiSBSSsefSHigfliiiaiiesis^ssis: 
 ^ 30 too im m m ZOQ : 22p 
o^if f y.f^ cf (RPM:) 
Optinium Grovtli Rate ;Gury^ \of • Marmre; Sxtract: pri - Hori'-Jsteyile^Leiima 
foo jzo m i<i>o ISO 2p0: :22a 240 260 230 3a> 320 
; ~'Manur& Elxtract (RRM.) •: . 
Optimum Growth Rate Curve of Alfalfa Extract on Non-sterile Leinna 
TABLE VII. THE OPTIMUM CONCENTRATICK£ 01 
GKOWTIi Op- KON-STERIL!': .  
5:CIL, MaNU^LIJ ;;ND .LI'„LFA EXTR:.CTC FOf? THE 
Ho. 
p .p.m. 
stimu­
lant 
added 
k 
1 6 0.096 
2 12 0.098 
rz Ky 24 0.099 
4 48 0.096 
5 72 0.095 
6 144 0.089 
7 200 0.087 
1 2 0.080 
2 4 0.087 
3 5 0.090 
4 21 0.096 
5 100 0.101 
6 177 0.100 
7 270 0-095 
8 360 0.092 
1 8 0.066 
2 16 0.070 
3 32 0.073 
4 64 0.077 
5 128 0.076 
6 192 0.079 
7 320 0.066 
1 0.071 
Organic stlarulant (The pH of extract? 
at 4.8) 
was kept constant 
Soil extract 
M a nur e extract 
-3 to 
^Alfalfa e:-:.tract 
Control 
x2<5icro-organic growth attached to roots which could not be washed free. 
Duration of experiment 2 v/eeks. 
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The data already given in this thesis on the effects of 
organic matter upon the growth constants of Lemna .major shov/ 
u0i2clui:.ivcly that ivj^ny organic substanceo stinulate the grov/th 
of the green plant. Only in the eases of carrots and of 
Eanm-e suspension vras tlierr; an indication of no stimulation 
at the. conccrt rat ions used, but tl";er>c or-g'^nic substances 
Y/erc studicQ only over a ll;,ited ranfje. vVMle solutions of 
urea and asparagin ?/cre to:d.c to the growth of tnis plant, 
there v/as one concentration for each which slightly- acceior-
atod the growth. Every organic rr^-uterial investigated re­
vealed an opti:b-uj:.i concentration. This v/as found for urea 
and for asparagin compounds and for soil, manure and alfalfa 
extract. Ai.,.cng these, soil and narjuro ejctract .vere found 
lO be sti.iiulants in mimite quantities as .•.•ell as in larger 
amounts. Note th:it alfalfa e;^.tract depresses the grov.th 
constants of Leriina in very .rdnute and in ver^' large qu-..nti­
tles, but for c-nce.rtratlons between these tv/o extremes there 
is a decidod sti.railation. Soil e:-'.tr:->ct, on the other hixnd, 
accelcrates at all concentraciuns sti-alLed, >;hile manure ex­
tract depresses only at 5 p.p.m. approximatoly. The ir­
regularity of the optijiiuin grovf^h ra;.G cui-ve for alfalfa is 
perhaps due to an errer 1:: couiitiiig the plants for tlie fifth 
constant, or caused by some ;t02-:ic sub:;tance falling into the 
solution in v/hich tlie plants were growing. The fact that 
manure in tlio concentraiions from 3-8 p.p.m. produces a 
depression in tl'ie grov/th rate of Leiiina in one case, v/hile in 
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another case such a depression is not evident in the quantities 
from 2-360 p.p.m., may be due to the use of different extracts 
in each instance. 
It is now apparent that soil extract, ranging from ninnte 
to large quantities, stinrnilates the growth of the non-sterile 
green plant; that other organic substances act as stimulants in 
some concentrations and as depressants in others; that still 
other organic materials act as depressants in all concentra­
tions studied; and that nearly all organic substances invest­
igated tended to sliow an optimum point. 
'.'/e next desired to investigate the effects of organic 
matter upon the gruv/th of ste'ile Lemna major. 
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m S  E F E E C T F ^  O F  ORGANIC ON TliE GROWTH BATE OP TPE STEIUJJJ 
GREEN PLANTS. 
In determining the effect of organic matter on the grov/th 
rate of sterile Lemna, we follov/ed the same methods iind technic 
as v.'ith the non-sterile p'.ant, except that the solutions were 
sterilized, and the plants, both sterile and non-sterile, v/ere 
grown in cotton stoppered 250 cc. Erlenineyer flasks containing 
100 cc. of iTiOdified sol-ution 1 v;hich had been sterilized as 
heretofore descrj.bed. All transfers v/ere made in a sterilized 
chamber already nientioned in the part of this thesis entitled 
"Methods and Technic". The initial pH was made tip to the op-
timtuii as has been done previously for this solution. This 
procedure was followed in all subsequent experiments. 
The accompanying graphs and table show the plan and the 
results of this experiicent. 
Growth-MlaiJe:. Ciii'ves; for ^Sterile: 
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TABLE VIII. OPTIMUI/I CONCENTRATION,-:. OF YAKIOUS ORGANIC EXTR..CTS FOR THE GROWTH OF 
STERILE LEMNA 
Plants Appear­ Sterility 
Num- Treatment from k ance at at end 
iDer stock end 
1277 z + no addit ion- - Steri liz ed Non-sterile 0.053] ^54 a n. s. 1277a z + •* • • • • •» 0.055' a n.s. 
1278 2 + —Not sterilized Steri le 0.055 55 a n.s. 1278a Z • • • •  0.054" a n. s. 
1279 Z + • • --Sterilized 0.072i 73 a+1 s 1279a Z + • • 0.074] a+1 s 
1280 Z + lOp .p , i n.s;:dl ext. 0.030 a-10® n.s. A 
1281 Z + 20 • • •« • • 0.063 a s 
1282 z + 40 • « • « 0.063 a s 
1283 z + 80 »• 0.062 a s 
1284 z +160 • « •• • • 0.057 a n.s. A 
1285 z + 10 man .ext. 0,063 a s 
1286 z + 20 •• 0.064 a s 
1287 z + 40 #• •« • • 0.055 a-1 s 
1288 IT + 80 «• •« «• 0.048 a-2 s 
1289 z + 160 «• • • 0.043 a-10 s 
1290 z + 10 Bioslext. X 0.057 a-2 s 
1291 z + 20 «• •» »• 0.063 a a 
1292 z + 40 «>• • • 0.067 a s 
1293 z 80 *• *• • « 0.063 a-1 s 
1294 z + 160 •  «  « •  • • 0.061 a-2 n.s. & 
1295 z + 10 II " X • a 0.065 a-2 s 
1296 z + 20 • • •• • 0.062 a-2 s 
1297 z + 40 •• •• 0.056 a-1 s 
1298 z + 80 • • •• • • 0.052 a-2 s 
1299 z + 160 • • «• • • 0.051 a-2 5 
1300 z + 10 • • *• in" 0.045 a-2 
1301 z + 20 • « •• • 0.054 a-2 s 
1302 z + 40 »• •* •« 0.065 a-1 s 
1303 
1304 
r/ 
z 
+,80 
+ 160 • » •• 
• •  
• •  8;8ii a-2 a-4 s s 
1506 z + 10 IV 0.042 a-5 s 
iS8§ z z 
+ 
+ 
20 
40 
•• •• 
•« •• 
• • 
»• 
0.040 
0.037 
a-6 
a-7 s s 1308 z 80 • • •• 0.032 a-9 s 
1309 z + 160 • • •« 0.029 a-10 s 
03 
A = Contamlnat z = Modified soIn. 1 
X -These fractions were made accordinn-
p-"- is held constant at 4.8. Duration 
ion. H = almost cbad. 
to Pulrier, Duecker and -'elson, 
of experixaent 4 weeks. 
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An attempt was made to obtain optimum growth rate curves 
for sterile Lemna grown in solutions contaimng var^'ing quan­
tities of soil and manure extracts, and the bios fractions I, 
II, III and IV (22). A sterile and a non-sterile check werc-
also ruia along with a sterile check v/hore solution was non-
sterile. 
Using the ran£;e from 10-160 p.p.m. of these organic ex­
tracts, Y/e obtained curves which showed optimums, exceot those 
for bios II and IV. It is first noticed that the max.l^mrn joints 
of these curves \ 'Sihile in most cases liiing above the lifie re­
presenting the non-sterile stock 1277 in no case touch tlie line 
representing tlie sterile stock 1279. Tl.is indicates, then, that 
the presence of sterile organic matter v/hich has been ur.ed in 
this experiment depresses the grov/th rate of Lemna. T> is re­
sult is almost the converse of that obtained with the nor-
sterile plant. It appears, consequently, that organic ter. 
although an accelerator to the non-sterile plant, is toxic to 
the sterile one. some stimulants do not effect the tv/o 
stock plants alike is a question vrLich v/ill b considered to a 
greater extent 1;.. ter in this thesis. 
It is a^ain observed frcKi the graphs and tabic just pro-
ceding that the growth constants for the two stock plants ai'e 
not alike: the oiic for the sterile plant is Giijnificantly 
higher than that for the nun-sterile plant. It is tb.oreforf 
evident tli:.t Le^ana can grow satisfactorily not onl^' free of 
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all micro-organisms but also can continue to live ajid reproduce 
bettor when in a pure culture. In other words, it seems pro­
bable tliat micro-organisras are parasitic in theii- I'elation to 
Lernna, since the planb can grow better witiiout them. Inasmuch 
as bacteria uere seen in tlie plant b"^' the aid of the oil immer­
sion objective of a microscope, it seems likely that their 
presence in the Interior of the frond and root of the plant is 
harmful to Lenna, The micro-organisms must live on tiie plant 
since there is nc other source of organic matter present. By 
this theory, if the plant is free of these parasites, it should 
respond by an increase in growth rate. 
The table shows further that the grov/th rate of sterile 
Lernna, upon being inoculated into a non-sterile modified solu­
tion 1, and becoming contaminated with bacteria, will soon be 
the same as that for the plant which was non-sterile originally. 
It v/as next desired to determine what effects bacteria 
would produce when inoculated into the sterile solution con­
taining both organic aiatter and the sterile plant. Soil and 
nrnnure extracts were used as a source of organic matter. It 
v/as also desired to determine the effects of a dead culture 
upon the sterile plant. The following table and graph show the 
plan and results of this experiment. 
Growth Rate Ctirves for sterile Lemnia 
Growth Rate Curves for Sterile Lemna 
TABLE DC. 1HE EFFECTS OF 1,110 RO-ORGANISMS TliE GI^O'-VTH OF LEMNii. 
Num­ • Afpear- ?teri-»Plants from 
ber Treatment k anoe 
at end 
llty 
at en d 
stock 
1347 Mod.Sol.1 + 20p.p.m. soil ext.- P terilized 0.050) 53 a s Sterile 1348 • • *• " 0.055) a s 
1349 + 80 p.p.m.mamre 0.053) 53 a s 1350 + • • •• 0.053) a s 
1351 20 p.o.m. soil ext.-+ 1 drop EG 0.058) 58 a+1 n. s. 1352 •• •• ^4. 1 " ••X 0.057) a+1 n. s. 
1353 -r 80 p • p. m. ituraore -+ 1 •• "X 0,058) 60 a+1 n. s. 1354 + •• t • -•*T 1 " ••X 0,062) a+1 n. s. 
1355 " ** ^ 1 cc.'^Bact. culture 0,035) 35 dying s 1356 1 cc.^ •• 0.034) *• s 
1357 no addition 0.063^ 63 a+1 s 1358 •f- • • •« 0,062) a+1 s 
1359 + •• 0.052i 53 a n. s. non-sterile 1360 + •• •• 0,054) a n, s. • • 
1361 20 p.p.m. soil ext. 0.061) 62 a+1 n. s. 
• • •• 
1362 + 20 0.062) a+1 n. s. • « *4 
1363 " * + 80 p.p .-Ti. manure ext. 0.058) 59 a+1 n. s. 1364 + 80 0.059) a+1 n. s. 
X Bacterial culture made by Inoculating bacto-nutrient agar with a non-sterile 
plant, allowing to incubate, and making an aqueous suspension of the bacterial 
grov/th. The initial pH was not altered by the above additions. The final pE 
of 1355 and 1356 after 3 days was found to be 5.5. The initial pH was 4,8, 
Duration of experiment 5 weeks. 
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Fiom the preceding table and graphs, it is observed that the 
sterile plants have a higher growth rate than tl^e non-sterile, 
which result checks that previously cited. It is noted further 
that the constants for sterile plants grown in solutions con­
taining organic extracts are smaller than those for the sterile 
check. The addition of bacteria to the soil and manure ex­
tracts inci'eases the growth rates of the plants, but the con­
stants do not r-each those of plants grown in the sterile check. 
As was expected from previous experiraents, the addition of 
manure and soil extracts to non-sterile Lemna increasec the 
rate of growth over that shown for the non-sterile check, but 
even these non-sterile plants do not grow quite as fastas the 
sterile ones In the sterile inorganic solution. In fact, ac­
cording to the results of this experiment, the sterile check 
exhibited the highest growth constant obtained in this ex­
periment. Higher constants werr- anticipated, however, for the 
solutions containing organic matter which was inoculated from 
the non-sterile plants in one case, and froia a bacterial cul­
ture in the other, than for the sterile check. Regardless of 
whether the micro-organisms used for inoculation were secured 
from a bacterial culture or from non-sterile plants, there 
v/as very l?.ttle diff-3rence shown in the effect on the growth 
rates of the plants. The fact that a dead culture of micro­
organisms was toxic to Lemna may be due to high pH as shovm in 
Table IX. 
Thus far, ttiere is an indication that scxne sterile or­
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ganic matter depresses the grovjth of sterile Lemna, and v^iile 
this growth constant is increased by the addition of bacteria, 
it does not exceed the constant given by the sterile check. 
There is an indication that dead bacteria depress the growth 
of the green plazit, and there is further proof that sterile 
Lemna grov/s faster arid looks better than the non-sterile. 
Some of tliose debatable points v/ill be further inves­
tigated and tiie results given later in this maniiscript. The 
fact that the sterile organic matter was inociilated with bac­
teria from an old culture, and the fact that the organic 
matter used was an old extract, might be responsible for thje 
depression of the growth rate of Lemna. The presence of 
sterile organic substances might account for the Inability of 
the plants to equal the rate of those in the sterile stock, 
when inoculated v/ith micro-organisns. Consequently, instead 
of using the aqueous suspension of bacteria, in future ex­
periments. a fresh and virile strain will be used for inocula­
tion v/hen the plants are changed each tii-ne; and a fresh maniare 
extract v/111 be jiiade and used instead of the old one. 
In the ensuing experiment, v/e attempted to investigate 
further some of the questionable points which have arisen 
thus far in our v;ork on the sterile plant. Our bacterial 
culture was fresh at all times and the manure extract used was 
freshly made up. V'e also attempted to determine the effects 
of pure compounds of urea, acetamide, and creatinine upon the 
sterile plant ui:der sterile and non-sterile conditions, ar­
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bitrarily selecting 200 p.p.m. of each as the concentration to 
use. The table and graphe to follow v/ill illustrate tiie plan 
and give the results of this experifnent. 

Growtli Rate Curves for Sterile Lemna 
TABLE X. THE EFECTS OF MICRO-ORG-. .^ISr,;C O;' Tffi; GRO'VTH OF LEHHA 
Niim-
ber 
Trea tment 
z + no addition Sterilized + no addition 
2 + •• " " + 
z + " •• '* + 80 p.p.m. non-
sterile manure extract 
z + no addition Sterilized + 
sterile manure extract 
z + 80 p.p.m. manure ext. Sterilized + no add. 
I •• •• ** ** 
z + " •• •• •' " +ldrcpm& 
+1 " •• 
+1 *• 
z + no addition Sterilized + 1 drop 1476 
2 + •• •* *• + 1 " 
z + •• •• " + 1 •• 1477 
z + " " " + 1 " 
2 + " " " + no addition 
z + " " " + " 
z + 80 p.p.m. manure e>t. Sterilized + lc£:.14'B 
•• •• •• 1 _ _ J z + + no addi 
z + no addition Sterilized + 80 p.p.m. non-
sterile maniJre ext. 
z + 200 p.p.m. urea " + no addition 
Plants 
from 
stock 
Sterile 
+1 drop 1476 
•• •• +1 *' *' 
acetamide Sterilised + no add, 
•• •• I •• •• 
Non-sterile 
Sterile 
Non-sterile 
Stej-'ile 
0 053)52 
0.051) 
0.062) 
)65 
0.065) 
0.053)54 
0.054) 
0.065)66 
0.066" 
0.067 
0.055i^"^ 
0.054i 
0.055) 
0.047 
55 
48 ) 0.048^ 
0.067)67 
0.069)69 
o.oosios 
o.o^ei 
O.Q2Qr' 
0.022 
0.025)^^ 
0.049) 
0.053)°-^ 
a 
a 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
i+1 
a-1 
a-1 
a+1 
a+1 
a+1 
a-6 
a-6 
a-6 
a-6 
a+1 
a+1 
'^terTTl-
ty at 
; end 
s 
s 
n. s. 
n. s. 
Contaminated 
n. s. 
n. s. 
n. s, 
n. 3. 
n. s. 
n. s. 
n. s, 
CO 
CD 
n. 3. 
n. s. 
riiB* 
n.s. 
n.s, 
s 
Contaminated 
n.s. 
n.s, 
s 
s 
TABLE X (cont.) 
Num­
ber 
Blants 
from 
Stock 
k • 
App. 
at 
end 
gterili-
ty at 
end 
1470 
1471 
1472 
1473 
1474 
1475 
z + 200 p.p.m. acetamide Sterilized + 1 droplfiB 
•* •« < n •• ** Z + f 1 
z + " " creatinine " + no add. 
2 + " •• *• + " •• 
z + " " " " +1 drop me 
2 + •• " •• " +1 •• " 
Sterile 
• • 
•• 
• • 
0.035),t-
0.035) 
0.055L 
0.055;°^ 
0.043) 
0.042r^ 
a-6 
a-6 
a+1 
a+1 
a 
a 
n. s, 
n. s. 
Contaminated 
s 
n. s. 
n. s, 
1476 Bo-aillon is inoculated with non-sterile plants and allowed to incubate for S days. 
1477 Bouillon sarne as 1476 but sterile. 
1478 Solution 1 in v/hich plants have been grov/ing. 
The pH of modified solution 1 is not altered by the above additions. « 
«o 
z = modified solution 1 g' 
pH is held constant at 4.8. 
Duration of experiment 5 v/eeks. '  
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A review of the preceding table shows that the rate of 
reproduction of the sterile plant is greater than that of the 
non-aterile plant grov/n in the sterilised medium. 'Ihis con­
firms the results obtained tvd.cc before. The table also 
shows in opposition to the results in the preceding experi­
ments, that v/hen Lemna is grovna in the medium containing man­
ure extrt-ct vdiich is inoculated v/ith micro-organ i cms, the rate 
of reproduction is increased over tliat shown by the sterile 
plants in tlie sterile itedium. 
The sources of micro-organisms for tiie inoculation of the 
manure extract used in this experiment are as follows J 
1448) 1449(Modified Sol. 1 sterilized + man\ire - K = 0,063 -
Prom the man'ure, 
1451) 
1452)Mo.dified Sol, 1 + manure sterilized + 1 drop 1476 
1453)-K = 0.066 - Prom non-sterile plants, 
1461 Modified Sol. 1 + man lire sterilized + 1 cc, 1478-
K = 0.067 - From non-sterile solution. 
Sterilizing the manure does not seem to Injure its stimu­
lating properties toward Lemna. 
1462 Modified Sol. 1 + manure cxtract sterilized + non-
sterile plants - k - 0,069 - Prom non-sterile plants. 
1463 Modified. Sol. 1 sterilized + manure extract + non-
sterile plants - k = 0,065 - From mantire and non-
sterile plants. 
Regardless of the source of the inocuLition of the organic 
matter, then, the rate of reproduction of the plant is great­
er than that of the sterile check. It is noticed tliat the 
constants for sterile and non-sterile plants grown in so­
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lutions containing inoculated organic matter are about the 
same, ay one v/ould exj^iQct. Number 1463 shov/s an increase In 
the rate of reprodijction over that of non-sterile plants grovm 
in solutions containing non-sterile manux'e extract. This 
checks previous results. In this experi:.ient, sterile manure 
has no apparent effect on the growth rate of Lonina, No effect 
on rate of reproduction iv s noticed for 1 drop of sterile and 
non-sterile bouillon. The bouillon was found contaminated at 
the end. Bacteria from the non-sterile plants v/ere kept virile 
by inoculating a fr-esh tubi.; of sterile bouillon each tijiie the 
plants vfer.; changed to fresh solutions. To inoculate sterile 
manure with these :aicro-organisms v/as added 1 drop of the bou-
illor. which had been previously inoculated vdth a non-sterile 
plant and incuuated o da-^s. Since it v;as desired to ascertain 
whether the bouillon or the bacterial products virould effect 
the growth of Lerana, two solutions of sterile and two of non-
sterile bouillon v;ere employed. It was found that inocula­
ting the solutions containing the pure organic compounds in­
jured the plants, the sterile ones doing better than the non-
sterile , 
The e:xperiment just described was repeated. In so doing, 
it was hoped to gain better technic, and to obtain more 
definite and significant resijlts on the effects of organic 
matter upon the rate of reproduction of the sterile plant. 
It was also desired to determine the effects of pure cultures 
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of bacteria upon the growth of sterile Lenina in organic so­
lutions. Tlie outline and results of the eiKperiment are found 
in the follov/ins table and graphs. 
BRasssss 
Growth Rate Curves for Sterile Lemnei 
i«eseree*i*»eEegagHSB»HwesKeBe«eagei 
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liliSI iK»ss^t:sHRasi ivanasvaSilMniraitvaagi ! ••vflsavnii 
grggS" 
:o:j 3.0Aj:no aacH xjq..v.o.i,o 
TABLE XI. TI-E EFFECT OF MICRO-ORG.:KISMS OK TflS: GROWTH OF LEMNA 
Num-
ber 
Plants 
from 
Stock 
Tre atment Inoculation 
Steri­
lity 
at end 
1510 z + no addition 
1511 z + * •  • •  
1512 rr 4-i + •»  • •  
1513 z + 7 
1514 z + manure ext. (80 p. p.m .) 
1515 z + •  *  • •  (80 • •  ) 
1516 z + alfalfa ext . (130 p.p . 21 .  )  
1517 z + »• •« U30 • • ) 
1518 z + manure ext. (80 p. p.  Hi  .) 
1519 z + »• (80 p. p.m .) 
1520*z + alfalfa ext . (130 p .p  .m. ) 
1521 z + *• «« U30 
1522 z + manure ext. (80 p.p. Ti* ) 
1523 z * •  • •  (80 »* ) 
1524 z + •  *  • •  (80 •»  ) 
1525 z + •  •  «« (80 «• ) 
Sterilized Sterile 
Non-sterile 
•• •• 
St'erile 
1526 z ^ •• •• (80 " ) • • 
1527 z + t. •• (80 " ) • « •« 
1528 z ,  ••  • »  *r (80 ) »•  «• 
1529 z , *• •* "T (so •• ) • • »« 
1530 z t •• «• (80 - ) • • •• 
1531 z + (80 ) •* • • 
1532 z + (80 •• ) •• • • 
1533 z , •• »• + (80 *• ) «• 
Ko addition 51 
X 
No 
X 
addition 
52 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Bact. ool P 
ErythrO 
0,050 
0.051 
0.047 
0.037 
0,051 
0.053 
0.045 
0.043 
0.073 
0.071 
0.061 
0.061 
0,068 
0.068 
0,050 (av.) 
0,065 
I44 
68 
s 
s 
n. s, 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
n. s, 
n. s, 
n . s ,  
n. s. 
n.s, 
n.s, 
n . s ,  
n . s ,  
bad Hue 
di/y.iosus (27 
B.3Ubtilis@ 
Staph. 
aureus(4) 
C1. '.VelcMi ) 
Bact.aero-
genes (6) 
CI. sporo-
fenes ( 7 )  sTTTuores-
escens Uqvae-
facienr. (8 J 
Trom «o. 6 
Smith 
No.11 
S.iith 
(9) 
from 
(10) 
0.067 n.s. a+1 
0.060 
0.059 
n.s. 
n.s. 
a+1 
a+1 
0.057 n. s. a+1 
0.051 n.s. a+1 
0.056 n.s. a+1 
0,055 n.s. a+1 
0.051 n.s. a+1 
z = modiriea solution 1 . 
pH for this solution not(x 
changed for this additi..n( 
Dxaration of exoeriment - 2 
Bouillon inoculated v/ith 
soln. 820. 
Sterile bouillon - 1 
weeks 
organism fron non-sterile plant from 
drop used for inoculation. 
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An examination of the results of Table XI shov;3 that 
sterile manure extract has no significant effect on sterile 
Lemna. This chocks the results in TaLle Z. Pjyevious results 
v/ith the sterile plant have shown, hov/cver, that all the or­
ganic substances used including manui'e oxtract, depressed the 
rate of reproduction. In no case thus far Imvo we observed 
any significant stii.iulation of sterile Lei^na v/ith sterile or­
ganic matter; instead, in many cases a depression has been 
notea. An increased rate of reproduction over that of the 
sterile check hiis been brought about by inoculating the organic 
solution v;ith micro-organisrr.s• It is obvious that v;hile the 
results with sterile manm'e check in Tables VIII and JX and 
again in X and XI, they do not check in all four taoles. No 
atteriipt is made to explain this discrepancy except that in 
the last two experiirieuts, in which sterile iiianure had no 
effect on sterile Lexnna, a fi'esh extract v/aa used. In the 
first experir.ionts, on the other hanc'!, in v/hich the growth rate 
of the sterile plant v/ar. depressed slightly, an old extract 
was employed. It seems quite possible that from the same 
supply of dry manure two samples may be obtained v/hich will 
have quite dlfi'erent effects upon sterile Lemna, inasmuch as 
each sample used may contain different quantities of toxic 
substances. It will be remembered that the four fractions of 
the aqueous extract of alfalfa, and other organi.c materials 
were somewhat toxic to the sterile green plant, and in Table 
XI it is noticed that alfalfa extract dep2?esses tiie rate of 
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reproduction of this plant when grown under sterile conditions. 
Even though manure extract decreased the rate of growth in two 
cxperiiTEnts, the p.ppearance of the plants war> equally as good 
C.S that of the sterile check. This was true of manure in all 
experiments with sterile Lernna, as well as soil extract and 
some of the alfalfa fractions v/hen their optirmm concentra­
tions v/ere used. It seems, then, that this single discrepancy 
which is shovm in these last four experiments is not unduly 
significant, but the fact that no sterile organic substance 
used increased tirie groivth constant of sterile Lemna over that 
of the sterile check is very significant and decidedly inter­
esting. This would indicate that the plant can not utilize 
the complex organic compound contained in ti^ese extracts 
unless bacteria are present to diange them into available forms, 
if the rate of reprcduction is used as a criterion for this 
utilization. Had we investigated, however, a larger number 
of extracts and compounds, it is possible that some organic 
substance could have been clis covered v/hich would have stimu­
lated the growtl'j. of sterile Lemna, 
•'According to Martin and Mason (26), who investigated the 
influence of cane sixgar on the conductivity of KCl, HCl and 
KOH, the conductivity of the inorganic solution is lowered 
when sugar is added to it. The conductivity of a solution 
and its ion and molecular activity are directlj' proportional, 
so it would seem tliat the presence of organic substances in 
a solution which are not in a state of availability v.'ould 
decrease the ion and molecular activity of that solution, and 
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this, in turn perhaps, would decrease the availability of the 
inorganic nutrients and finallj Vs'culd decrease the growth rate 
and eventually; harms the plant. The plant nmst strui^gle harder 
to obtain its inorganic nutrients in a sterile organic solution 
than in a solution in v.hich micro-organisns act on the organic 
matter to nialx it available. 
In Science, March 7, 1930, Dr. K. ii, Clark (l7) who is 
directing this r/ork, announced this investigation v/ith the 
sterile plant. He reported the results of the first tvro ex-
peri.uents and stated that the addj.tion of optimuin concentra­
tions of sterile orgardc extracts of soil and manure to the 
sterile inorganic medium decreased the rate of grov/th of the 
sterile plants as compared to those of the sterile check, 
V/e have already mentioned that, though this is true for the 
first experiu-ents, the last resiilts distinctly show that the 
sterile manui^e extract used later shewed no effects on sterile 
Lemna. 
Judging from the results that we have obt^-prc-d thus far, 
it is evident that tlae micro-organisms present cn non-sterile 
Lemna are harir^ful to the plant. These organisms are un­
doubtedly parasitic in t-jeir I'elation to the plant and not 
symbiotic, and when organic matter is added either to the 
sterile plant inoculated v/ith bacteria or to the non-sterile 
plant, it is po^.siblo tlmt the activity of the parasites is 
changed from the less available organic matter of the plant 
to the more available organic material added, Tliis change in 
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activit;?" would benefit the plant, as would also the products 
fomed from the action of the orsanisiris on 'Lhe organic mater­
ial added. TTo attempt was ruade to deteriiine tlie effects of 
specific orgarilRras on tho sterile plant; the problem v/ao 
merely to dcter;riine the effects of inoculating tho non-£.^terile 
solution v;ith sterile Lcinna, in viiich caso wo have already seen 
that the grov/tli constant fell bad?: to tlvit of the non-stei'ile 
plant. This is shov/n in Table VIII, and oxperiii'.ent number 
1278. 
It vras observed from the results in Table XI that v/hile 
sterile alfalfa extract depresses the grov/tli rate of sterile 
Lemna, this rate r;a? increased over that for the sterile 
check when this organic solution was inoculated with bacteria 
from the non-sterile plant. Various species of bacteria v/hen 
inoculated into the sterile inorganic raedlum containing manure 
and sterile Lemna brought about an increase of tlie repro­
duction rate of the plant. Eacillus subtills and Bacillus 
prodi,^;iosus gave the greatest increase. No organisms other 
than those listed in Table XI were studied nor v/ere ther-e in­
vestigated other relations betv/ecn the plant, organic matter 
and bacteria, 
Tho effects of Carrln(_^ton loam soil on the grov/th of non-
sterile Lcmns. have already- been ^-;iver; and described previously 
in thJ.s thesis. It is no'-v desired to deteriiilne the effects of 
tlie sme soil on tlic sterile plant, ur.ing the same method 
and technic employed with the non-sterile plant, errcept that 
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250 cc. beakers were used for growing and the non-sterile tech­
nic v;as used for changing the non-sterile Lemna, 
The follov.-lng table and graphs shov.' tiie effects of sterile 
and of non-sterile Carrington loam soil on the reproduction 
rate of the green plant. The results show that the sterile 
plants grovm in the sterile aqueous suspension of Carrington 
loam goon became unliealthy and began to die, while their growth 
rate was sli^tly smaller than tlmt for tiae sterile check. These 
results are similar to those obtained for the effects of other 
sterile organic substances on tiie growth of the sterile plant. 
It will be remembered, however, tliat an aqueous suspension of 
non-sterile Carrington loam soil in concentrations of 80 p.p.in. 
or more of dissolved matter increased the growth rate of Lerana 
over that of the non-sterile check. Another sample of Carring­
ton loam soil, equal in size and treated the same as the above 
sterile simiple, but irjoculated at each change of the plants v/ith 
a grain of the non-sterile soil, greatly increased the growth 
rate of sterile Lemna. These results are similar to others 
obtained with the effects of non-sterile organic matter on the 
growth of the plant. 
SiiEkEiiSii trrf- r^n '^-r 
TABLL XII. THE SFF:^CTS OF MICRO-ORGAIJISrir OH TIE.;; GROWTH OF L]-MKi\. 
dum­ 1 : Plant ADDear- '•^teri-
ber Treatment :from 1: auee at l i t v  at 
• : 3 to ok pE end ; end 
1397 :10 gra.Garrinston loam + lOOcc. Con. HgO 
• 
• 
* 
9 
; sterilized : Sterile 0.053 6,90 a-5 s 
1398 :10 grs .Carriiigton loam + 100cc. Gon.IIjjO • • 
: sterilized + bacteria® • •• • 0.075 G.56 a+l r.. s. 
1599 rModified soliition 1 sterilised • •• 9 0.055 4.80 a 3  
1400 ^ •• «• •• •• • :Non-sterile 
• 
0.036 4.80 a-2 n. s. 
a Bacteria added by adding a very small quantity of non-sterile Carrington loam. 
Duration of experiment 5 weeks. 
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THE GROV^PH OF STERILE AND NON-STERILE LEMKA IN MODIFIED SO­
LUTION 1 NOT CH.-SGED. 
It Is noticed in the tahle and graphs following that the non-
sterile plant is injured less and has a better appearance than 
the sterile one when both are grown continuously in the inor­
ganic medium of identical composition. At the enr of each 
experiment, the sterile plants were all looking beaJy and were 
shov/ing the effects of continuous contact v/ith the solution 
while the opposite was true with the non-sterile plants. No 
effort was made to keep the pH constant during each experi­
ment, and perhaps the plants would have looked better and would 
have grown longer had this been done. No explanation is of­
fered for the different appearance of the sterile and non-
sterile plant, ^ho'ugh both of these plants should be changed 
to fresh solutions twice a week, tiiey will reproduce and look 
quite healthy if not changed as often. Their optimum growth 
rate and best appearance, however, were obtained when changed 
about twice a week. 
The resTolts of 1495 in Table XIII confirm those obtained 
earlier in 1355 and 1356 in Table IX. These results at first 
indicated that a dead culture of organisms obtained from the 
non-sterile plant was toxic to the sterile plant grown in the 
sterile inorganic medium. Since the pll of this medium after 
three days was 5.5, we believed that, possibly, the toxic 
nature of the solution was due not to the organisms but to 
the hi{^ pH. The resiilts of 1495 in Tabl: XIII shov/ that thie 
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toxic nature of this medium waa undoubtedly caused by the dead 
bacteria and not to the high pH, inasmuch as the plants in 
1441 and 1534 of the same table were looking better after 28 
days without changing than tfeose in 1495 which had been changed 
twice a week. After about 10 days, the plants grown in a 
medium containing a dead culture of organisms exhibited very 
serious effects. Mockeridge, on the other hand, found that 
dead cultures of certain species of organisms stimulated the 
grovjth of Leim.. It might be pointed out again that 0.1 cc. 
of the sterile bouillon, the bacterial medium, had no affect 
on the plant, when used without dead organisms. 
SfMiaHfi 
to j -r+ 
eo 30 eo JO 
TABLE XIII. STERLui; AND NOK-JITERILE LSSINA NOT CH-.NGED. 
Niun-: 
ber : Treatment 
rJ'lant s 
:from 
1 s to ck 
k 
OBL at 
begin­
ning end 
App­
ear­
ance 
at 
end 
Steri­
lity 
at 
end 
Dura­
tion of 
experi­
ment in 
days 
1441:Modified Soln.l Sterilized— 
:not changed. :Sterile 0.054 4.80 0. o5 a-4 a 54 
1494:Modified Soln.l 
:not changed. :Hon-sterile 0.044 4.80 5.58 a-1 n. s 24 
1534:Modified Soln.l *•  
:not changed. :Sterile 0.036 J4.80 5.30 a-4 n. E 28 
1535;Modified Soln.l »« 
:not changed. !Kon-sterile 0.033 4.80 5.40 a-1 n. s 28 
1495:Modified Soln.l + 0.1 cc.1476 4 
;Sterllized, changed twice a 4 
:v/eek. : Sterile 0.057 :4.80 5.21 a-5 s 28 
a = appearance of plants in 
1476 is fotind in Table X, 
sterile check in Table Xll. 
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PH OF STERILE MIL NON-STERILE SOLUTION? "'ITH ANB '••ITHOUT LKKKA. 
The following graph indicates that a non-sterile solution 
does not change in pH upon standing, v^.ile the pH of a sterile 
solution does not remain constant as one would anticipate, its 
change over a period of 13 days is relatively sraall. As is 
illustrated in the accompanying graph, both curves for sterile 
and non-aterile solutions v/ith plants indicate that at first 
the pH decreases to a minimum after which tiiere is a rapid 
increase. In 13 days there is produced a higher pH in the non-
sterile solution tlian the sterile. 
: Showing^: G^ : of :iSt©Tll6 and viio 
• Soiuttqa^^^ '^jfitli. LlioeZ-: 
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THE EFFECT^- OP VARIOUS ORG. .NIC EXTRACT': OK YE,.>ST GROWTIi® 
The object of this experiment was to determine '-.he pre­
sence of a yeast stimulant in various extracts, and to stud^ 
the relation of raicro-organiaraa present on tiie plant to ;:he pro­
duction of a yeast stimulant. 
The basal solution used in these experiraents for yeast 
growth v/as medium C (23,24) viiose composition is as follows: 
NH4CI —-0.188 grs. 
IfflgPO^ 0.100 •' 
Cane sugar 10.000 
Distilled vmter enough to make 
100 cc. of solution. 
In order to permit the addition of the organic extract 
and of the yeast suspension to Medium C without dilution of 
the medium, tlie above substances were dissolved in only 90 cc. 
of distilled v/ater rather than being dissolved in 100 cc. of 
solution. After the yeast and extract v/ere added, ttio solution 
was then diluten to 100 cc. Each 100 cc. of solution used 
for yeast grovvth, then, finally had the follo'«ing composition: 
100 cc» of Medium C 
1 Organic extract (p.p.m.) 
2 Yeast cells (count of one) 
5 NK^Gl 0.188 grs. 
imsPO^ --0.100 *• 
Cane sugar 10.000 
®Throu^ the courtesy of the Departnient of Biochemistry, and 
by the cooperation of Mr. H. Schopmeyer, it was possible for 
us to obtain the e results. 
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The above solution. Medium C, containing varying^ quan­
tities of various organic extracts were Inoculated v/ith yeast 
with a count of one (43). Each cubic centimeter of the 100 cc. 
of the solution after inoculation, then contained 250,000 
yeast cells (43). ^'he solutions were incubated at 30'C. for 
48 hours and counted (43). As represented by the tables and 
graphs, each cubic centimeter of the raediujn then, contained 
the count xl1/10x250,000 yeast cells. The yeast used for in­
oculating vras Saccharomyces ce3?eviseae, grown by ^^iliner for 
several years. 
Ihe following tables and graphs shov/ the results of these 
experiments. 
Effects of Bios* I on Yeast Growth 
nsuHnsRHhicii 
{RIIRj 
liiielei: 
sissai 
IJJKSK! 
mmmi 
COfnc^nfrafiat^  (RP M.) 
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TABLE XIV. EFFECTS OF BIOS I ON YEAST GROM'H. 
Num­
ber 
Mos I 
added 
p.p.m. 
Yeast added 
Medium 
C used Count after 48 hours 
1 5 Count of one 100 cc 34 X 6/10 X 250,000 per cc. 
2 25 »•' «• 100 • • 31 X 6/10 X 250,000 " 
3 50 •• •• 100 »• 35 X 6/10 X 250,000 " " 
4 100 100 •* 36 X 6/10 X 250,000 '• " 
5 150 • « 100 33 X 6/10 X 250,000 " •• 
6 200 •• »« 100 43 X 6/10 X 250,000 " " 
7 250 »• •• 100 •• 43 X 6/10 X 250,000 •• " 
8 300 100 • • 26 X 6/10 X 250,000 " " 
9 350 •• •« 100 36 X 6/10 X 250,000 " *• 
10 400 • • •• 100 • « 40 X 6/10 X 250,000 ** " 
11 450 100 • * 43 X 6/10 X 250,000 " " 
12 500 •* *4 100 • • 37 X 6/10 X 250,000 •* " 
13 550 »• 100 •• 38 X 6/10 X 250,000 •• " 
14 600 100 • • 35 X 6/10 X 250,000 " 
15 700 •* •• 100 31 X 6/10 X 250,000 •* " 
X Check 100 • • 19 X 6/10 X 250,000 *• " 
X 
• • »« 100 »• 20 X 6/10 X 250,000 ** •* 
Bios I was obtained as follows! 
1600 grains of alfalfa were steeped with distilled water 
at 70°C. for 4 hours, filtered, and again steeped at 70°C. 
The filtrates were then concentrated in vacuo at 40°C. and 
50 ni,m. pressure and were made 40?. by volume v^ith ethyl alco­
hol, The precipitate thus formed was washed repeatedly with 
40/u alcohol, and air dried. This Bios I is cream colored and 
only sliglitly soluble in water. 
imMD? 
Tublkhed by The H. CoI« Co., ColUmbiu, OMo. No. 
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TABLE XV. EEE'^iiCTt: OF BIOS II OK YEAST GRO'ill'il, 
N-um-
ber 
fiids 11 
added 
p.p.m. 
Yeast added 
Medium; 
0 used: Co-unt after 48 hours 
• 
« 
1 5 Count of one 100 
« 
• 
cc :18 X 11/10 X 250,000 per cc. 
2 25 100 cc :24 X 11/10 X 250,000 " •• 
5 50 •« 100 cc :29 X 11/10 X 250,000 " ** 
4 100 »• •« 100 cc;35 X 11/10 X 250,000 •* " 
5 150 •• •• 100 cc:47 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
6 200 100 cc 155 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
7 250 • « *• 100 cc ;46 X 11/10 X 250,000 " *• 
8 300 • • •« 100 c c!66 X 11/10 X 250 , 000 " " 
9 350 «• »» 100 cc;71 X 11/10 X 250,000 " *' 
10 400 «• • • *• 100 cc ;80 X 11/10 X 250,000 '• •• 
11 450 •• 100 cc :94 X 11/10 X 250,000 •* 
12 500 • « •• 100 cc !X)7 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
13 550 • • •«. 100 CCJIL5 X 11/10 X 250,000 " *• 
14 600 «• •• 100 ccai7 X 11/10 X 250,000 •' *• 
15 700 • • •• 100 ccdL37 X 11/10 X 250,000 " •* 
X Check •« *« 100 cc :10 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
X 
«• • « •• 100 cc :12 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
Bios II was obtained as follows; 
The filtrate from Bios I was made 70/o by volume vilth 
ethyl alcohol. The brown precipitate thus formed was repeated­
ly washed with alcohol, and dried at 65°G, in vacuo. This 
fraction is very soluble in water. 
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TABLE XVI. EFHilCTS OP BIOS III ON IEAST GROWTH 
Htun-
ber 
Sios til 
added 
p.D.m. 
Yeast added 
Medium 
0 used Count after 48 hours 
1 5 Count of one 100 cc 24 X 11/10 X 250,000 per cc. 
2 25 •• 100 *« 30 X 11/10 X 250,000 •• •• 
3 50 •• •• 100 •• 55 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
4 100 •« •• 100 • • 84 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
5 150 f* 100 • 4 102x 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
6 200 «• «• 100 m» 14 6x 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
7 250 •• •• 100 • • I58x 11/10 X 250,000 •• " 
8 300 • • •• 100 • « 152x 11/10 X 250,000 •• " 
9 350 • • «• 100 •• 151x 11/10 X 250.000 " ** 
10 400 »• •• 100 • « 161x 11/10 X 250,000 •* •* 
11 450 •• •• 100 • • 168x 11/10 X 250 , 000 " " 
12 500 •• 100 162x 11/10 X 250,000 " 
13 550 •• •« 100 »• 179x 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
14 600 •« «• 100 • • 173x 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
15 700 • • •« 100 »• 163x 11/10 X 250,000 *• " 
X Che ck 100 11 X 11/10 X 250,000 " •• 
X 
• • «• 100 • « 12 X 11/10 X 250,000 '• •• 
Bios III was obtained as follows: 
The f i l t rate from ^ios II v/as made 95/;^ by volume \Yith 
absolute alcohol.  The brown precipitate formed was washed 
repeatedly v . ' i th 95/<^ alcohol,  and dried at 65®C. in vacuo, 
' •fhis fraction is very soluble in hot water and it is  very 
hydroscopic.  
its^pnl-3| (•MdiiuBiMaMMiiaifi iisimamsRUiSi 
leeeii leees eaeeeSeew Eweei 
ippuiu»is|0i^i LIIAAAINAAIAAMIIVMNI WIS I 
iBWSsisSmsHitScHRa:; i(««:sgas::usKS!u:::: 
ls:sia}:isSHfiE:uK:s(:issia!;s9SB{SJ83»^^l 
ssRi: 
issnsoMai 
!t3st::raa:;^!nu!:K::RH!Si:Hic!nRSa«t:!»t»»u  ^;KiBmaiKg::iW«i!»aBCBgwi8iaffiaa;aasa:wK;aa:l 
i;;;aKiBa;:BawBiBtBa«:iwat;;a!as!;f«B:waa5e8B; 
38?gii8aataa«nw!i8Bas3»aaa;8;;«;;tnn;;ia;H{;»iB;i 
a••««** ••••••••••••wwe*e*ig*gs#eeeee»*»eei»«iia*rwafc*iie«*eeieeBe e*Mn5e*eeefWieeie*U|e5BiSf|ihi*e«witii«eee8B»e •*••«•>•••• tMa* raaaHili fSlssiSP t9*H 9  ^"itB lOlI «S«9i ****1 Bflva waSaauraK»nlS9Sss:S»»a:astt«l::u::ReSBmBUi 
iiHS^I 
liiKcra !:BRi«i 
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TABLE ZVII. EPB'ECT:: OF BIGS IV OK YEAST GROWTH. 
ITuia-
ber 
Bios IV 
added 
p.p.m. 
Yeast added 
Medium 
C used Count after 48 hours 
1 5 Count of one 100 cc 34 X 11/10 X 250,000 per cc 
2 25 »• «« 100 45 X 11/10 X 250,000 *• •• 
3 50 • » *• 100 •* 76 X 11/10 X 250,000 " •* 
4 100 • « 100 •ft 85 X 11/10 X 250,000 " *• 
5 150 100 •« 95 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
6 200 •« •• 100 • • 114 X 11/10 X 250,000 •• •• 
7 250 •• • * •  100 120 X 11/10 X 250,000 ** " 
8 300 •• 100 • « 124 X 11/10 X 250,000 •* *• 
9 550 «• »• 100 •• 138 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
10 400 •• 100 • • 140 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
11 450 100 « • loo X 11/10 X 250,000 " ** 
12 500 «• »• 100 •• 156 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
13 550 100 146 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
14 600 «4 100 •« 162 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
15 700 *• 100 • • 172 X 11/10 X 250,000 *• " 
X Ch.ec'- 100 • • 11 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
X 
• • • • •• 100 • • 12 X 11/10 X 250,000 " *• 
Bios IV was obtained as follows: 
Ilrie filtrate from Bioa III was evaporated in vacuo at 
65°C. and 30 in.:vu fraction is very soluble in water 
and is very hydroscopic. 
«-a mjo^ 
•• X31 — 
TABLE XVIII. EFFECT?, OF SOIL EXTRACT ON YE .ST GRO. TH. 
N\an-
ber 
Soil ex­
tract ad­
ded p.p.ra 
Yeast 
:Medium 
add.ed;G used. 
• 
• 
Count after 48 hours 
1 10 Count 
• 
• 
of OTie: lOOcc 51 X 11/10 X 250,000 per cc. 
2 20 •• • « •• 100 " 48 X 11/10 X 250,000 *• •• 
5 40 • « • • •• 100 72 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
4 60 «« «• 100 •* 83 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
5 80 «• • » •• 100 " 70 X 11/10 X 250,000 •• " 
6 120 •• «« 100 •* 118 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
7 160 •« »• 100 " 156 X 11/10 X 250,000 *• •• 
8 240 • • «« 100 '• 161 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
9 320 •• «« •« 100 '* 183 X 11/10 X 250,000 " •• 
10 640 «« • • 100 •* 1,9-1 X 11/10 X 250,000 '* " 
X Check •• »• 100 •* 11 X 11/10 X 250,000 " •• 
X 
• * • • 100 •• 11 X 11/10 X 250,000 •• •* 
The soil extract v/as obtained as previously described in 
this thesis. 
Effects of Manure Extract on Yeast Grorth 
SCO \ : : /^  
Cc^centf^ffon J 
i40P 
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TABLE XIX: EFFECT OF MAKUl'.E EXTR,-CT ON YEAST aRO'f/TH. 
Manure Medium: 
Num­ extract Yeast added C used: 
ber added 
p.p.m. 
:Coujat 
* 
• 
after 48 hours 
1 10 Count of one 
• 
« 
100 cc: 23 X 11/10 X 250,000 per cc. 
2 20 • • •• 100 cc; 29 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
3 40 100 cc: 46 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
4 80 100 cc: 48 X 11/10 X 250,000 •* " 
5 160 • « «« 100 ccJ 78 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
6 320 V* •« 100 cc:107 X 11/10 X 250,000 " '• 
7 640 »* •• 100 cc:145 X 11/10 X 250,000 *• " 
8 1280 •• •• 100 cc:160 X 11/10 X 250,000 " ** 
X Check •• •• 100 ccs 11 X 11/10 X 250,000 " •• 
X 
«• 100 cc: 11 X 11/10 X 250,000 •• " 
The manttre extract was obtained as previously described 
in this thesis. 
Effects of N 
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TABLE XX. EFFECT OF M-STL'RILE LEMA EXTRACT 
ON TEAST GROWTH. 
Num­
ber 
ifon-sterlL© 
V-oma ex­
tract adtasd 
p.p.m. 
Yeast added Medium 
C used 
• 
• 
: 
• « 
Count after 48 hours 
1 10 Count of one 100 cc 
• 
• 
:23 X 11/10 X 250,000 per cc 
2 20 »• 100 ;29 X 11/10 X 250 , 000 
3 40 • » 100 :44 X 11/10 X 250,000 " *• 
4 60 *« 100 •• :55 X 11/10 X 250,000 •* " 
5 80 •• 100 • • ;69 X 11/10 X 250,000 " •• 
6 100 100 • « :85 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
7 120 «« 100 • • i88 X 11/10 X 250,000 •• " 
8 140 • • 100 ** :98 X 11/10 X 250,000 *• " 
9 160 100 • • 906 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
10 240 • f 100 • • •OB X 11/10 X 250,000 " •• 
11 320 •« 100 •* il£4 X 11/10 X 250,000 •• " 
12 480 • « 100 •• ?127 X 11/10 X 250,000 " " 
13 640 • • 100 •• X 11/10 X 250 , 000 " " 
X Check •• 100 •• : l l  X  11/10 X  250,000 " " 
X  
*• •• 100 • ft :11 
• 
• 
X  11/10 X  250,000 
The non-sterile Lemna extract was obtained by treating 
about a gram of the dried plants with distilled water at 70'^C 
for two hours, filtering and repeating the operations with 
the residue. These two filtrates were collected, made up to 
volume, and used in the above e3q)eriment. 
Effects of Sterile Lenna Extract on Yeast Groirth. 
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TivBLE XXI. EFF1;;CT3 OP STERILE LEMN.;. E..TRA(;T OK YI^AST GHO;';TE. 
Num­
ber 
Sterile 
Lemna 
extract 
added 
p.p.m. 
Yeast added Medium 
C used 
Count after 48 hours 
1 3 Ccfunt of one 100 cc 20 X 11/10 X 250,000 per cc. 
2 7 •« •• 100 •* 29 X 11/10 X 250,000 
3 10 • « •• 100 • t 30 X 11/10 X 250 , 000 •• •• 
4 13 • « *4 100 • • 41 X 11/10 X 250,000 •* •« 
5 20 •• «« 100 «• 49 X 11/10 X 250 , 000 »• *« 
6 27 • • •• 100 « • 50 X 11/10 X 250 , 000" • •• t« 
7 3o • • «• 100 55 X 11/10 X 250,000 • • •• 
8 40 • « 100 • « 62 X 11/10 X 250,000 •« 
9 47 • « 100 • • 70 X 11/10 X 250,000 • • •« 
10 53 • • •• 100 • • 86 X 11/10 X 250,000 • • 
11 80 • « *• 100 •• 90 X 11/10 X 250,000 «« •* 
12 105 • » »• 100 % »  82 X 11/10 X 250,000 •« •* 
15 160 •• ••  100 • • 81 X 11/10 X 250,000 •« •« 
X 
• • •« 100 11 X 11/10 X 250,000 «• •* 
X 
• « 100 11 X 11/10 X 250,000 
Thp sterile Lerana extract was obtaj-necl by treating about 
one-h?=>lf n:ram of the dried sterile plants in the same manner 
as the non-sterile Lemna v/as treated for an aqueous extract. 
Tliis extract v/as used in the above experi.Tient. 
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The results show that Bios I is not as good a yeast stlxim-
lant as the other three fractions. Bios III and IV are better 
than II. These results roughly check those of Fulmer, Duecker 
and Kelson (22). Hie action of these fractions on the sterile 
Lemna is almost the reverse of thet action shown with year.t. 
It is noticed tl:;at the activity of tlie soil extract on yeast 
is sligl'tly better than tiiat of the s&nm:'0, vriiile neither ex­
tract shows a niarked stimulating i)ower over fractions III and 
IV. Tliough the non-sterile plant extract does not have the 
marked effects on ^.east grov/th as do some of Uie other ex­
tracts, it does, hov/ever, incite use the growth rate, ihe 
sterile Lemna extract shows a decreased povjer of stiniulation 
as compared to the non-sterile Lemna, however, the sterile 
plant extract does st5aTmlate yeast growth. It would appear, 
therefore, that the sterile Lemna plant can iiianufacture this 
stimulant, and that micro-organisms are not necessary for 
its production. 
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GONCLUSIOMS 
It has been recognized for soine time that some organic 
materials will stiiuulate the grov/th of green plants, and a 
few investigators believed that minute quantities of organic 
mtter are essential. The natui'e of th'-i stimulation by or~ 
ganic substances was not thorou^ily understood, yet their 
presence increased the growth rate of the plant. Onl^' recent­
ly, when the Lemna plant has been liiade to reproduce and grow 
healthily in a solution of purified inorganic salts was it 
apparent that minute quanticies of organic matter are not es­
sential for the satisfactory grov^th of the green plant. I'his 
left unsettled, however, the question of the effects of or­
ganic substances on the green plant. In order to study this 
question more thoroughly, we sterilised Lemna, and studied the 
effects of organic matter on the sterile as -well as the non-
sterile plant. 
\";l-ien both sterile and non-sterile plants were grown 
separately in a sterile inorganic medium of the saxiie com­
position, 7/e unexpectedly found that the sterile plant grew 
better than the non-sterile. It is quite evident, then, from 
the results of this work tliat micro-organisms are not only 
non-essential for the growth of Leinna, but that they are 
harmful. The next unexpected result was that the sterile 
organic matter we used did not stimulate the grov;th of steriif 
Lemna over that of the sterile check grovm in a sterile in­
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organic medium, but in some cases it actually- depressed the 
reproduction rate of the Lemna plant, I'he opposite result was 
true of the non-sterile plant, in tliat nearly all organic sub­
stances used Inc.eased its rate of reproduction. Therefore, 
rhere are indications that, while the sterile plant growa 
faster than the non-sterile, when both are grovm separately 
in a sterile inoi'gaiiic riiediuni, organic inatter v/ill not stimu­
late tlie gi>owth or sterile Loiraiu unlesc micro-organisms are 
present; also in some cases the rate of reproduction is grc-.t-
er than either tlie sterile or non-sterile cheeks. Upun both 
the sterile and the non-sterile plant, regardless of Viihether 
there v;as stimulation or depression of the growth rate, nearly 
every organic substance exhibited a point of optimuiJi concen­
tration. The beneficial effects on the jjlant of addi.ng rnicro-
organisi.is to sterile organic matter containing sterile Loinna 
ma;/ be due to the chunking of the activit., of the orgaiiisiiic 
from the less available organic laatter of the plant to the 
more ax'^ailablo form v/hich v;as added, or to the action of the 
organisms on the added organic matter, iualiinij it available to 
the plants, or to both c.f these factors. Inasmuch as sterile 
organic miiitter v/as eitl:er hanriftAl or ineffective to the stei'ilo 
pLuit, one would expect a dead culture of organisms obtained 
from the non-sterile plant to fall into one of those classes. 
As a nntter of fact, such a culture vras decidedlj toy.ic. 
It is evidenL that micro-organisms arc not essenti:-.! to 
the plant in its manufacture of a yeast stim'alant. 
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The optirnum pH for Lemna, while not the same for all 
solutions, is very important if the plant is to be grovm 
cessfully. 
SUMMARY 
1. An inorganic solution Is described In which Lemna 
major has reproduced and has grown healthily through several 
hundred generations, nlthout the presence of organic matter. 
2. Four Inorganic solutions are described in which the 
green plant has grovm satisfactorily. 
3. 'Ihe optimum pH for each of the four Inorganic solution 
was determined. 
4. The methods and technic used in all nutrient solution 
work are described, 
5. llie attempts to sterilize Lemna and its subsequent 
sterilization and growth are described. The sterile plant 
was demonstrated to have grown in a sterile solution con­
taining purified inorganic salts for several months, and to 
have continued in a healthy state. 
6. Aqueous extracts of ;i'east, barle,y, alfalfa, soil and 
manui'e at 80 p.p.m. stimulated the growth of Lenma, and de­
pressed its growth at 40 p.p.m., but an aqueous extract of 
carrots depressed the growth rate of the plant at both 80 and 
40 p.p.m. 
UL. concentration for the stimulating action of 
manure extract was found to be approximately 80 p.p.m; of soil 
extract, 20 and 65 p.p.m., of alfalfa extract, 180 p.p.m,, of 
urea, 60 p.p.m., and of asparagin, 4 p.p.m. Ko optlruum was 
found for soil suspension, vdille for manure suspension, there 
was no stimulation between 3 - 200 p.p.m. 
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8. Soil extract stiiuulated growth in all concentrations 
from 1 - 200 p.p .m., manure extract shovved an optiiaxim stlaula-
tlon at 2 p.p .xa., i/ixnimum depression at 4 p.p.m., and a sec­
ond optiii-Uiii  stliiiuliition at 80 p.p.m., and alfalfa extract 
shov/ed a miniriiUi.i depresalon at 8 p.p.ni, 
9. The sterile plant vms not stimulated b;/ anyi sterile 
organic substarjce used. Manure and soil extracts, Eios I and 
III showed a point of optiijiuia concentration in the grovrbh of 
sterile Lenina, but in no case was the optii . iuru greater than 
that of the sterile inorganic check, 
10. When both sterile and non-sterile plants v;ere grown 
in the sterile inorganic medium of the sarne composition, the 
sterile plant grev/ faster and appeared healtiiier than the 
non-sterile. 
11, '//hen a culture of organisius which had been isolated 
from the non-stex''ile plant v/ere adaed fco sterile Lenna in 
sterile modified solution 1 containing organic matter, stim­
ulation of gi-ov/th rate over that of sterile check v;as at once 
noticed. TMs was the case for all org.inic extracts •'osed, 
whether tlio non-sterile plant or the organic extract were used 
as a sourci; of inoculation. 
12, ".hen tiie sterile plaxits growirxg in the sterile inor­
ganic solution are inoculated with organisms from the non-
sterile plant, the grov;th rate is decreased until it reaches 
that for non-sterile Lemna, 
13.  ^ dead culture of organisms from the non-sterile plant 
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is toxic to the sterile Leimia grovsiing in the sterile inor­
ganic medium. 
14. Two hutidred parts per millicn of urea in modified 
solution 1 v/aa haraiful to Lexiiiia both under sterile and non-
sterile conditioHf-. Tiie saiae concentration of sterile ac-
etaraidc and creatinine had no effect on t]:ie plant, but these 
solutions uMer nen-sterile conditions v;e; c liarnu'ul. 
15. Of the ten pure cultu;-os of living bacteria used in 
inoculf.tinr.; the sterile modified solution 1 containing i;ianui^e 
extract, none deci'eased the rate of reproduction of sterile 
Lemna. In fact, all organisins except Jiacterluin coll and Num­
ber 11 increased the growth rate of the sterile green plant. 
16. A water suspension of sterile C-arrinston loam soil 
slightly depresses the growth rate of sterile Lemna, but v/hen 
a similar suspension was inoculated with a snB. 11 particle of 
the non-sterile soil, the rate was -greatly incr ased over that 
of the sterile lnorg;;nic check. 
17. The sterile and the non-sterile plants can be gromi 
oontinuoiasly for about ten days in separate portions of so­
lution 1 v/lthout serious effects, but tlie non-sterile plant 
suffers les" frori tills treatment. 
18. The pH of tile non-sterile medium containing no plants 
did not change over a pci'iod of timej the sterile medium, on 
the other hand, increased slightly. The non-sterile, and 
sterile solutions containing plants first decreased to a mini­
mum, then later increased rapidly- in pH, The non-sterile so­
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lution with plants developed a higher pH than did the sterile 
solution with plants. 
19. All organic extracts iised sti:mlated yoast grov/th, 
iiios I v/as poor stirculant. 
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